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As Paul remarked to her daughter Nell
Meadows over the phone on Wednesday,
"Anna Belle was a real soldier, who died
with her boots on." And that she did, not
literally, but figuratively. While she had retired from active employment here at the
News, perhaps nine months ago, she kept
right on with her work in the Red Cross, The
American Legion Auxiliary, The B&PW
Club, her Christian Church guild.
She loved each of her endeavors with
equal devotion. I often told her that she had
the unquestionable world record for having
cooked up more covered dishes for pot luck
suppers than any human being alive. She
had some favorite dishes that she made more
often than others, because she said people
seemed to enjoy them so much.
She was so fair, and So honest, and so
kind, and so thoughtftill, that all of us knew
that in our darkest moments we could count
on Anna Belle for just the right thing to say,
just the right thing to do.

We loved her so much, not only because
she was efficient and loyal, but also because
she was fun, because she was so well informed about so many things, and because she
wasn't afraid to get involved in just about
everything that makes this world go 'round,
and in those activities that need people who
are energetic and active.
But there was one thing Anna Belle
didn't want to get involved in, and that was
this inexorable matter of growing old. I often marvelled at her stamina, to which she
would reply: "I don't know why I can't do
what everybody else does, I've never been to
the hospital in my life."
And really she hadn't. On her way into
the operating room to have surgery for a
blood clot on her leg, Nell told us that she
made that same remark to the attendants at
the hospital early this week.
Anna Belle never failed to remember
the little things that made people happy.
And because of this, all of the people
who loved her as we did, are happier people
because they knew her.
For all of the years that we shall continue to do the routine things here at the
News we shall come across some little' note
she wrote to herself, or to us, or for our records.
And when we do, we shall be reminded
of the help she gave us when we needed it,
of the love she shared with us when we were
happy and when we were sad.
But most we shall remember Anna Belle
Edwards, who lived the good life, and made
a better life for those who were privileged to
tall her friend.
To us she was friend and family. Something of a rare combination, indeed. Her
work is done, By her deeds her life was fulfilled. And so was ours, while she lived.
ATTENDING SCHOOL
Martha Poe, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. .1. A. Poe, is among
the MOO student enrolled for
suezeuw classes at Meombh
State Donnelley. Ste recently
completed bet sophomore year
it Southwestern.

RETURNS HOME
Mrs. Miller Nemo* has returned home from visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Graham Wright
and family, in Tunica,'Arizona.
Winks there she attended the
wedding of her granddaughter,
y.

*NO
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Festival Hostess Princess
To Reign Over Horse Show

Our Anna Balls Edwards
There are employees, and there are
friends, in this busy work-a-day world of
ours. Yet, when you find an employee, who
is also a dear and intimate friend, it is an
accomplishment of no little ability.
Here at the News we now have and
have had on our staff such people,and one of
them, who went beyond the call of duty to
share our joys and sorrows, our triumphs
and our crises, was Anna Belle Edwards.
Like T. C. Taylor, and Joe Weaks, who
share our personal and our business problems with us, Anna Belle was a member of
our family. When R. Paul and Mary Jo were
growing up, and then went away to school
and came home, they first embraced Anna
Belle when they came into the office, and it
was simply understood that our first meal
together that Anna Belle would be there.
On most events like Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, when she didn't go away, she
was with us.
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Miss Jackie Hollie, the International Banana
Festival:s hostess princess will be making her
first formal appearance at the Ninth Annual
YMBC Horse Show Saturday night, June 26.

all of Fulton; Carmen Harrison and Jackie Hollie from
Union City; Libby Bugg and
Kathy Hamlin of Clinton; and
Hope Kendall of Sharon, Tenn.
the convertibles for

The stately, brown-haired, beauty, whose ac- theSupplying
show will be: E. W. James
complishments in the area of titles is matched and Son Of Fulton, Hickman, and
Union
City; Paul House, Varden
only by her winning smile and poise will be the
Sales, and Taylor Chevrolet,
reigning dignitary at the YMBC event, which is all of Fulton; and Etsel Montexpected to attract the widest field of entrants gomery of Clinton.
Escorts will be Robin Whitein the nine-year history of the program.
THE HANDSOME NEW HAWS MEMORIAL will have an "Open House" Sunday afternoon
from 2: to 5: p. m. The new facility, located adjacent to the Holiday inn on the Parkway,
will replace the present Haws Nursing Home. The public Is Invited to inspect this new building Sunday afternoon.

New Haws Memorial Is Asset
To Area; Open House Sunday
The new 60-bed Haws Memorial extended
care facility, a-building fop the past year on the
northern side of the Purchase Parkway. adjacent
to Holiday Inn in northwest Fulton, will have an
"open house" Sunday afternoon.
"Open House" hours will be
from 2 p. m. to 5 p. m., and
everyone in this area is invited to stop by for an inspection of this ultra-modern facility, specially designed and
equipped to serve elderly patients.
A look around the inside of
this spacious facility quickly
brings one to the realization
that no expense has been spared
In order to provide the ultimate
in facilities, conveniences,and
comforts. Further details, and
pictures, will be found on pages
5, 6, 7 and 8 in the second section of this issue.
The _Dew 40-bed Haws Memorial will replace the present
96-bed Haws Memorial Nursing
Home located on Main
Street in
downtown Fulton.
Mrs. Lois H. Miller, administrator, told The News Wednesday that everyone would
be moved from the old building and into the new building
next Monday.
"Despite the fact that we will
have facilities to accommodate
24 more patients than we had
at the old building, we are al-

ready filling up," Mrs. Miller
said Wednesday. She indicated
that ten vacancies would be
available.
When asked what use the old
building would be put to, Mrs.
Miller indicated that it is up for
sale. The former Haws Memosale. The former Haws Hospital, it was founded by Mrs.
Lois C. Haws in 1939 as a
memorial to her husband, Dr.
M. W, Haws. In 1958 the facility was converted to a nursing
home.
Haws Memorial will be operated by a Board of Directors
consisting of Rodney Miller,
President; Mrs. Lots H.(Rodney) Miller, Vice-President;
and Mrs. Lois C. Haws, Secretary-Treasurer.
Mrs. Miller will serve as
administrator.
The staff will include Mrs.
Nancy Fossett, dietary consultant; Mrs. Marietta Hardy,
business manager, Mrs. Loa
Veneklasen, housekeeper, Mrs.
Barbara Ann Templeton, activities director,and Ruben Pirtle,
grounds and maintenance.

Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards
Dies Monday In Mississippi
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards, a
prominent civic worker and
clubwoman, passed away at the
East Bolivar County Hospital
in Cleveland, Mississippi June
21 after a short illness. Mrs.
Edwards, who retired from the
Illinois Central Railroad after
more than forty years of service, had been in ill health for
the past several months, but her
death was unexpected.
Having made her home in Fulton for about 12 years, Mrs. Edwards came here after having
served with the railroad in
secretarial positions in Jackson, Tenn. and Water Valley,
Mississippi. She was assistant
to the News publishers for about
10 years.
Widowed after five years of
marriage to George Edwards,
she was born in Water Valley,
Miss. Her only child, a daughter Mrs. Nell Meadows, had
come to Fulton about ten days
ago to take Mrs. Edwards to
Hattiesburg, Miss, for a visit.
En route to that city Mrs. Edwards became 111 and was admitted to the Cleveland hospi-

tal. Her physicians reported
that Mrs. Edwards was suffering from heart failure and
blood clots on her leg.
She died following surgery
earlier this week.
An ardent supporter of many
civic projects, Mrs. Edwards
gave much time and effort to
the Banana Festival, the production of"Stars In My Crown,"
and other West Kentucky projects.
She was a past president of
the Business and Professional
Woman's Club, an organization in which she also filled
many important positions. She
was also past president of the
American Legion Auxiliary and
president of the First Christian
Church Guild. She served for
many years as secretary ofthe
local chapter of the American
Red Cross.
She devoted countless hours
of volunteer time to helping
stranded soldiers, the dependents of soldiers, and the poor
and down-trodden who came to
the chapter for help.
(Continued on Page 6)

Ralph Puckett Seeks
Obion County Office

Wayne Freeman
Surprised At
Final Count
Final official returns for the
May 25 primary election show
that Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford
won the Democratic nomination for governor by a 42,137vote
majority over former
Gov. Bert Combs.
The complete returns, compiled by Mrs. Pauline Fields,
clerk of the state Board
of
Elections, showed the total
vote in the Democratic primary was 448,667 and the total
vote in the Republican primary
was 100,945.
Wayne Freeman said that the
totals in tte First District Railrifted tbMtnistrotier'S-floe
were a surprise to him.George
A. Ford, Hickman, received on
the tally 28,293 votes to Freeman's 28,117. "Had I have
realized the vote was so very
close, I probably would have
asked for a recanvass in Wendell
Ford's
home county,
Daviess, where Ford received
4,190 votes to my 1,268 votes,"
Freeman said.

Democrats Set
Primary Date
The Obion County Democratic
Executive Committee met at the
courthouse this morning to officially
set the
county's
Democratic
primary
foe
Saturday, Aug. 7.
Chairman Dwight Blackley
said the deadline for candidates
to qualify is noon, June 28.
Three candidates already have
qualified in the race for sheriff,
Mr. Blackley announced. They
are Robert B. 'Bob' McCowaa,
Larry A.'Buck' Taylor and G.W.
Coleman.
Other announced candidates Troy Jones and Nathan Cunningham -- had not yet qualified
early today.
Tax Assessor Cecil Treece also
has qualified to run for reelection
The offices of sheriff and
assessor of property will be the
only ones on the ballot, Mr.
Blackley said.
•To qualify, each candidate is
required to file with the
Democratic committee a petition
bearing the names of at least 25
qualified voters in the county.
Each candidate also is being
assessed $600 to cover the costs of
the primary. Any money not
spent will be divided equally
among the candidates following
the election.

sell and Jeff Barclay, both of
Fulton.
Raymond Stallins is the genThe event will be held this
eral
chairman of the horse
year at the new YM BC Riding
show, and the directors are:
Ring in Carr's Woods. Opening
C. E. Hoodenpyle, chairman of
ceremonies will begin at 7 p. m.
the board, Bill (Rat) Harrison,
and the horse show at 8 P. in.
Joe Campbell, Henry Edwards,
Gene Hoodenpyle is chairman and Carter
Olive.
of the gala opening night cereOfficers of the YMBC are:
monies.
Wayman Smith, president; C. E.
The girls who will award the Hoodenpyle, vice president; Bill
ribbons for the show are: Gere (Rat)
Harrison, secretary;
Tripp, Kelley Sanders, Lesa Lewis(Nubbin) Bizzell, treasGay
Atwill, Lisa Needham, urer; and Carter Olive, serDona Pewett, and Nora Myers, geant of arms.

Princess Hollie will head up
a caravan of convertibles that
will enter the park to preside
at the ribboncutting ceremonies. Sharing the honors with her
at the ceremonies will be Mayor
and Mrs. Nelson Tripp, representing Fulton, Ky. and 'Mayor
Pro Tern and Mrs. M. M. Matlock, representing South Fulton,
Tenn.
Mayor and Mrs. Dan Crocker
were out of town on official
business.

Ralph Puckett: South Fulton DX Oil distributor and a member of the Obion County Quarterly Court, today announced his candidacy for
the office of Obion County Assessor of Property
(tax assessor), subject.to the Democratic primary
here on August 7.
Only Monday incumbent Cecil Treece announced that he will seek re-election to the position.
RALPH PUCKETT •-

South Fulton
Plans Voter
Registrations
Interested South Fulton citizens have begun a city-wide
election registration drive to
get its townspeople to vote in
the up-coming August primary.
According to Jim Owens,City
Commissioner of South Fulton,
the deadline for the registration is July 7, 30 days before
the August 7 primary.
The only residency requirement to register is a sixmonths residence in the State
of Tennessee. There is no
longer any law requiring you
to live in the city or county
for any specific length of
time.
In addition to this stipulation, you must be registered
30 days prior to an election,
which explains the July 7 deadline for the August election.
It is now legal in Tennessee for 18-year-olds to register and vote, although they may
do so only in national and
federal elections.
Prospective voters wishing
to register may go to the Union
City courthouse to
do so.

Story Hour
There will be a story hour
at the Fulton Public Library
each Friday morning from
9:30-10:30 beginnig July 2 and
running through August 6, 1971.
All children ages 3-6 years
old are invited to attend the
program each week. Mrs. Martha Lacewell will be in charge
of the programs and she will
choose the helpers she feels
die will need.

Mr. Puckett, 36, is the son of member of the South Fulton KiMr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr. wanis Club. He is a member
of the Union City-F(11ton high- of the United Methodist Church.
way. He was graduated from
Mr. Puckett is marriedtothe
Fulton High School in 1952 and former Miss Shirley Sloan of
at 17 joined the Navy. Follow- Gates and they have two daughing his discharge in 1955, he ters, Deborah 9 and Diana 6.
entered Murray State UniverHe has been a member of
sity and was graduated in 1960 the Obion County Court for the
with a B. S. Degree in Busi- past five years.
ness Administration and InIn a statement today, Mr.
dustrial Arts.
Puckett said:
He taught industrial arts at
"Obion County is basically a
Fulton County High School in rural county. The next year or
Hickman for a year before or- so is going to be troublesome
ganizing a distributorship for for us unless we stay on our
the DX Division of the Sun Oil toes.
Co. He now sells fuel to serv"Inflation, federal interferice stations and farmers in a ence and
state control are
four-county area.
moving the county with unwise
Mr. Puckett, who makes his speed.
home on a 42-acre farm smile
"Our property taxes are in
south of South Fulton, is presi- a jungle; appraised by out-ofdent of the Twin-City Youth state
and out-of-county apProgram, a baseball-softball praisers with many descripprogram for youth of the cities tions wrong and many values
of Fulton and South Fulton. He out of line. We are making a
is a past member of the Fulton steady growth and we need to
Jaycees, is a member of the continue our course.
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber
(Continued on Page 6)
of Commerce and is a charter

41 Foreign Students
To Visit Union City
With a few of the 41 foreign
students who will visit in Union
City over the July 4th week-end
still not placed in homes, the
lleion City Rotary Club today
inVited other families to participate in the program.
Each of the students has spent
his senior year attending a high
school in the United States and all
speak English.
The foreign exchange program
is under the direction of the
American Field Service and
Oliver Gilliam, president of the
local AFS chapter, has charge of
placing the students in homes for
the long weekend.

4:30

Thursday afternoon
The young people will remain
with their Union City "parents"
until they board their buses once
again Monday morning.
No activities are planned for
Thursday night. However, all of
the students and their host
families will attend the Rotary
Ladies Night dinner at the
Biltmore Friday night.
In the past, foreign students
have provided a variety of entertainment at this function and
once again they will be called
upon.
Although a tour is set for
Saturday, few events have been
planned for the long week-end in
According to Mr. Gilliam, the
order to give the visiting students
students will arrive here at East &
their "parents"
. a chance to
Side Elementary School about
am ticIANIRM_

Alex Ford Proud Of Victory, If Elected Will Open Local Office
by Janet Pogue
His eyes squinted against
the afternoon sun, George A.
Ford, Hickman's candidate
for First District Railroad
Commissioner, sat on the front
porch of his West Hickman
home and asserted between
swats at buzzing mosquitoes
that he was his "own man"
and would make up his own
mind about the November elect Ion in which he is to run
against a Republican and American Party candidate.
"Yes, ma'am, I've made up
my mind about the election.
I'm going to do what I want and
keep running — at least until
Drag (Waudell Yarbro) tells me
different,"
In his polite, almost deferential voice, George A., better
blown as Alex, began his explanation of a "rags to riches"

transformation in which he, a
third-grade educated, welfarereceiving 69-year-old grandpa, became a candidate for
one of the three railroad commissioner posts.
He gave Wendell Yarbro most
of the credit for his first victory, saying that "Drag came
and asked me if I wanted to
run, and I told him I didn't see
no reason why
not, 'cept I
didn't know whether I could do
the letters and stuff.
"He said he could be my executive assistant — since he's my
guardian anyhow — and help me
with anything I couldn't do."
After beating his opponent,
incumbent Wayne Freeman, attorney and former senator,by
176 votes (first report had
the margin over 3,000 votes,
the figure Yarbro had assured

Alex was correct), Alex reported that Yarbro had warned
him against "people comin'
'round and asking questions
and stuff."
Alex is obviously proud of
the victory and seemed almost
totally unaware of much of the
controversy
that surrounds
him.
"Drag says he'll take care
of everything, and I guess he
knows what he's talkin' about."
The win in the primary election has made quite a few
changes in Alex's life. "People stop me on the street and
tell me not to pull out. They
say they was the people that
voted for me first, and they'll
keep an votin' for me. Why
just the other day, some people it'em up-state called up
Drag su.:41 told him to have me
stay in there. And Mr. Car-

roll — I think it was that man
up in Mayfield — called up
Drag and said he was pullin'
for me. Drag says I got a lot
of friends in a lot of places
now."
Even with all these friends,
though, Alex is not too sure
of winning the November election. He could not explain his
lack of assurance, but noted
that "all the stuff people have
been saying 'bout me" might
have changed a lot of peoples'
minds about voting for him.
"I just don't think I'll win,
but dreg says not to worry."
It he does WIII, though, Alex
foresees some changes in his
life-style.
"Drag says we'll havetoopen
up an office over in West Hickman, and I guess I'll have to
go there. But if Drag opens up

the office, I reckon I'll go ahead pervision of the state's railroads and in matters of litiand go down there."
gation that deal with railroad
Although
Alex believes rates, especially those dealing
"there's not much to the job," In intra-state commerce.They
he may be surprised to learn must oversee the compliance of
that the commissioner's posi- the railroads with Kentucky
tion does indeed entail many laws and adjudicate any comresponsibilities.
plaints from railroad emWhile the jurisdiction of the ployees operating in Kentucky.
railroad commissioner's office
He will also see an increase
has been curtailed in recent
years with the advent of many in his Income if he does win.
Alex
acknowledged that, while
Federal regulations, the posihis social security and welfare
tion does require a background
checks would be cut off, he
of law and a knowledge of Kenwould get $250 a month from
tucky statutes.
his salary as commissioner,
As defined by law, the comwhich he plans to pet in the
missioners are required to bank.
enforce the laws pertaining to
carriers, and parCOMITIOb
"I guess I'll pay Drag someticularly railroads, as they re- thing, too, 'cause I feel like I
late to public policy.
owe him something, since he'll
The three commissioners are have to be helping me do my
charged with the general su- job and his, too."

EIDITCUIAILS
The Fulton County News
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"The Role Of Newspapers Today Is To
Mirror The World About Us ...
loss and displeasure of powerful
Maybe we could have made a,
people."
lot of money,five years ago. In the
cerin
that there
WHEELER NOT
:light of today's disclosure
Jain metropolitian papers, we eviwas a sweeping movement toward
less freedom in the United States
.dently could have scooped the
• world and received unheard-of
and called the recently initiated
recognition.
'no-knock" law and the government's use of wire-tapping "awful
We knew quite a bit about this
repulsive."
and
Vietnam policy-making stuff five
it
think
Wheeler denounced the gov:years ago, but didn't
ernment's use of subpoenas to obworthy of making any big to-do
tain information from journalists
.over. We recall sitting down one
evening with one who had been
saying, "We can acquiesce to no
outside powers in our search for
:Over there, discussing the situation, and learning that the U. S.
truth."
'"influences" over there at the time
Journalists must divorce
felt it imperative for the governfrom traditional newsthemselves
ment to be changed, if US aims
and find new ways
thinking
room
and objectives were to be facilitatto telling stories, look to new
ed.
sources and use young ideas to
anaretrospective
such
communicate better to people, the
Today
,
general manager related.
lysis is big news, subject to court
injunctions against publishing.
"War, waste and wrong will
Four major metropolitan papers
be with us, but newspapers
aways
have been enjoined from publishbe stopped from fighting
shouldn't
ing it, and more may follow the
Wheeler said. "Newsthree,"
all
back
go
parade. Perhaps we should
change with the
must
papers
and try to dig up our notes; the
world and new ideas,
changing
renowned.
company is most
action and reaction have been the
catalysts of growth."
All of the foregoing is not the
point of this editorial. The point is
We REALLY believe that the
contained in a few brief remarks
public'feels a sense of
American
quoted from Warren Wheeler,
satisfaction at the deand
pride
South
general manager of the
of the New York
termination
Bend (Ind) Tribune during a reWashington Post and
Times,
gathering
Week
cent Journalism
papers in Boston and Chicago to
at the University of Missouri.
attempt to tell the story of the
origins and early policies of the
"The role of newspapers towar in Vietnam. We hope that
day is to mirror the world about
newspapers in this country conus, preserve that right, and continue to be determined reporters
vince readers of this," Wheeler
said.
of what is right and just. When the
public has a "right to know",
Wheeler made the remarks
should never be afraid
newspapers
upon accepting an award for his
the job.
undertake
to
paper
117,513-ABC circulation
As Thomas Jefferson once
from the university in recognition
stated: "were it left to me to deof the Tribune's ."40 years of
theughtfut—esehatistivawlseporthigt- eider whether we should have a
government without newspapers,
ot the American business community; its unswerving commitor newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate to prement to fair and impartial judgment despite threat of financial
fer the latter."

The Sole Custodian Of The Bible For
One Thousand, Five Hundred Years
The following was inserted in
the congressional record on Sept.
2; 1960 by Congressman Coad of
Iowa. It appeared in the Lexington
Herald of Lexington, Ky. on Sept.
31), 1928. Mr. Trimble was a Minister of the Christian Church.
A few Facts of History
(By South Trimble)
In the hope that I may set to
thinking some of those who have
been honestly misled and who do
not desire to do injustice to their
fellow men, I am going to make a
brief tour of the archives of the
past to see if the parts Catholics
have played in history justify the
battle being waged against their
patriotism and citizenship.
As to the Catholic creed, faith,
or mode of worship, I know little,
and have less concern. Religion is
a matter between man and his Creator, and whether he be Protestant, Baptist, Jew or even a heathen worshiping a stuffed frog or
wooden image-, if I believe him
sincere I have for him profound
.
_ respect
I have no desire to pry into a
•
mans conscience to inquire what
he believes or what he does not believe. As a citizen and as a member of society, he should be judged
Voted one M Kentucky's "Bast AN Armor
Weekly Papers.
Second-clam postage paid aft Pullen, Ky.
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by his acts not by his creed.
I have recently read in an
anti-Catholic Publication that the
Catholic Church is opposed to the
reading of the Scripture and the
Bible with the rules of that church
to deny or affirm the statement,
and it is immaterial to me whether it is true or false, but do know
that the indisputable pages of history chronicalize that the Bible, in
fragments, was for several centuries-scattered over different
parts of Christendom,and in A. D.
397 a council of Catholic prelates
assembled at Carthage and compiled the New Testament, the
bible, and the Catholic Church
was the sole custodian of it for
1,500 years.
This was more than a thousand years before the invention of
the printing press, and hundreds
of copies, all that were in existence during this period, were written by hand by Catholic monks.
Whether they read it or not, the
world is indebted to the Catholic
Church for the compilation and
preservation of the Bible for posterity.
Perhaps these may be appropriate thoughts around here at
this time. Reminders, let us say.
BIBLE DIGEST
H.B.Doan
"For by grace are ye saved
through faith: and that not of
yourselves: it is the gift of God:
Not of works, lest any man should
boast." Ephesians 2:8,9
Salvation is a gift bought and
paid for by our Saviour, attainable
only by simple faith in the giver.
The casual seeker won't have
much success with God. "When
ye seek me with your whole heart
ye shall find me."

TEEN-AGE COMMANDMENTS
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Stop and think before you drink.
Don't let your parents down. They
brought you up.
Be humble enough to obey. You will be
giving orders yourself some day.
At the first moment turn away from unclean thinking.

V.

Don't show off when driving. If you want
to race, go to Indianapolis.

VI.

Choose a date who would make a good
mate.

VII. Go to clrar:h faithfully. The Creator gives
us a week. Give Him back at least an
hour.
VIII Choose your companions carefully. You are
what they are.
IX.

A

X.

Recall the original Ten Commandments.

following the crowd. Be an engine,
n. a caboose.

Author Unknown
FULTON'S

Library Cr
BY LUCY DANIEL
Your public libraries in Fulton County have a wide selection of books on flowers and
plants of all sorts, sizes and
variations. Let's take a look
at a few that are in your Fulton library.
HOUSE PLANTS by George
The new world of
Elbert.
house plants is vividly portrayed in this book both in
magnificent color photographs
and in the informative text by
George Elbert and Edward Hyams. Today's favorite indoor
plants as well as some of tomorrow's are shown and described in detail while the prized
plants of yesteryear, which have
withstood the tests of time and
survived the changes of fashion,
are not forgotten.
Even orchids, long considered
to be suited only to greenhouse
culture, may now be grown in
the home. They are discussed
in detail in an inforraativechapter.
The specific needs of
plants are fully described In
non-technical, easily understood terms - watering, potting,
as well as temperature and
ventilation requirements.
The newest techniques such
as growing under artificial
lights, the employment of soil
substitutes, and the use of systemic insecticides are compeset forth.
HOUSE
tently
PLANTS Is superbly illustrated
with thirty-five photographs in
full color. The lucid text provides an invaluable store of
information not only for the
amateur but also for the professional grower.
THE ROSE QUESTION AND
ANSWER BOOK by John Witco.

Here is a well illustrated, easyto-read reference book on the
world's favorite garden plant.
In question-and-answer form it
covers all the problems common to rose gardeners In any
climate, and supplies the information most often sought by
the average amateur. But the
book does not stop with the
basics.
Even the expert and rose hobbyist will find a wealth of specialized information. For example, there is something about
organic gardening, a few sections explaining All-america
selections, a fasc Mating treatment of methods of propagation,
and a discussion of the world's
leading hybridizers. If you have
ever been baffled by the excess
of information which most rose
books seem to supply, you'll
like this right-to-the point
treatment, organized for easy
reference.
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF
PERFORMING
HORSES by
Charles P. Fox. The gates of the
past are here swung wide to
allow the great teams and tandems of trained horses to come
into view. There is a flash of
polished brass, blazes of blue
and gold, quick flicks of the
trainer's whip and a strident
blare of trumpets ...all seen
and heard behind, magnificent
photographic display, The
horses of this book hold their
heads high. Their manes and
tails are carefully groomed,
braided or flowing freely as
they canter or curtsy in the
arenas before a royal court
of cheering throngs. For they

are proud horses, proud to
obey, proud to please. There
are pages and chapters for
every kind of horse lover and
circus buff . . . The Liberty
Horse
. . The High School
Horse
Bare Back Acts...
Rodeo and Wild West ... Circus Ponies ...Circus Baggage
Stock. Roy Rogers says ofthis
book, "I am certain every
youngster from six to sixty
will find this book a marvelous
reading experience."

Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat.
The child You Save
May Be Your Own
Today's Subject: Summery of This Series
Those of you who have followed my series on drug abuse
have been with me now for the past 13 weeks, and it is my
sincere hope that the information I have shared with you has
been helpful in learning about drugs and stimulating to the
mind in making your personal determination to LEARN MORE.
I can assure you that the more you know about drugs, the more
benefit you will be to your children on the subject and the more
you can do for our community to fight the drug curse.
Parents have long told their children not to use drugs, except under a doctor's prescription, but now you can authoritatively say WHY drugs should not be abused and the many
harms that can come to those who do abuse drugs.
Most of our discussions have been on the prevention through
knowledge approach to the drug problem, but here I want to
state things to watch for that might indicate a person is already
using some type of drugs. Ten frequent signs of drug abuse are:
1. Moral ill health. Normal value changes and unusual
ideas taking their place.
2 Mental ill health. Emotional extremes with a marked
loss of interest in usual goals. Unusually bad grades in
school, signs of a change in peraonallty.
3. Physical ill health. Loss of weight, changes in skin
color, loss of body tone, unnatural careless stance and
posture.
4. Development of a fear complex. Usually convinced that
someone is "after them." Suspicious about everyone
around them, even family members.
5. Marked appetite extremes. No appetite at all and when
this changes and they do eat, the amounts of food intake
are huge, particularly in the line of sweets and liquids.
6. Extremes in disposition. Either highly stimulated and
overly talkative or very sleepy.
7. Extremes in emotions. Frequent spells of crying or
hysterical laughter. Very frequently showing feelings
against any authority.
8. Needle marks, skin boils, sores. Scars from use of
needles many times become very infected.
9. Body and breath odor very unpleasant.
10. Eyes usually very bloodshot and watery. Pupils very
small, eyes often wide.
If you suspect a child is taking some form of drugs, it is
probably best, for the first step, to consult your family doctor.
He is very well qualified to confirm your judgment.
Here are some of the street terms you want to listen for
now that you know they are definitely connected with drug use.
These listed below are common to the drug scene:

WHAT HAPPENED TO CANDY CARMICHAEL? by Amelia
Walden. Candy had written MAINLINE: Using drugs by
BLASTED: Under the influthe baffling entry in her diary
ence of some drug
means of intravenous
on the day her twin sister was
BUSTED: Arrested
injection
married to Candy's ex-boyBURNED: Cheated on a
friend. On that day, too, Candy OD: Overdose usually
drug purchase
deadly
had worn an heirloom wedding
CAP: A capsule containing
gown and held a reception of OUTFIT: Equipment for
her own aboard Baron Hagela drug
giving injections
meyer's yacht, surrounded by PEACE PILL: A tranquilizer
COLD TURKEY: An abrupt
an international crowd of
stop in use of drugs in
most usually given by
friends who disappeared sudan effort to quit
Veterinarians, sometimes
denly the next day.
FIX: An injection of drugs
called a "Hog"
When Candy's own boat, The
GIVE WINGS: Give first inTrip, was found abandoned in PUSHER: A seller of drugs
jection of Heroin to a
Burial Ground Cove and then SFACED: Inability to confriend
centrate, mentally
Candy's body, still clothed in
the wedding gown, was discovHIGH: Under the influence
adrift
ered nearby, Thornton Car- STONED: High on drugs
of some drug
michael hired Jake Jefferson TRIP: High on hallucinoHIT: One puff on a Marito decipher the cause of the
juana cigarette
gens
tragedy. Lisa Clark, a childHOOKED: Dependent on
To be given
hood friend of Candy and as- TURNED ON:
drugs
drugs, to be happy or
sistant to Jake, launched her
TURN ON: To start a friend
high
own series of investigations.
on drugs
the elusive TURNED OFF: To quit the
Tracking down
friends from the yacht party
JUNKIE: A Heroin addict
use of drugs entirely
takes the investigators from BAG: A user's favorite drug
sometimes called
Connecticut to Trinidad, from BIG C: Cocaine
"Hype"
Paris to
Venice to Naples
and Ischia, until one horrifyAll things considered, it is not the responsibility of any one
ing fact reveals itself: "One group of people, government agencies, doctors, law enforcement
thing was absolutely certain. people, ministers, parents—to minimize the drug threat this
Candy's group knew somecountry faces today—it is the responsibility of all of us!
thing. They were being marked
X for
extinction for
some
sinister reason." Enjoy this
This column is provided as a public service by Joe Johnson,
suspense-filled book and find
County Attorney.
Fulton
out the answer to the mystery

of Mrs. E. C. Underwood Monday afternoon, June
18, at one o'clock. After a business meeting officers were re-elected. They are: Mrs. Myatt
Johnson, president; Mrs. Bud McIntyre, vicepresident; Mrs. James Sublette, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Wilson Evans, recreation; Mrs. E. C.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Underwood and Mrs. Billy Slayden, craft; Mrs.
JUNE 2.2, 1951
Daisy Bard, landscaping; Mrs. L. M. Reilly, home
The OK Laundry has been awarded a bronze furnishing; Mrs. T. J. Koker, home management;
plaque for 15 years of service as quality Dry Mrs. E. W. Sublette, food; Mrs. H. L. Walker,
Cleaners of Fulton. To the customers the plaque clothing; Mrs. V. L. Dunning, publicity.
means a guarantee that OK Laundry workmanFORTY YEARS AGO
ship measures up to the high standards set for all
JUNE 25, 1926
Sanitone Cleaners everywhere.
Dr. Hughes and Dr. Read went to Camp BuSix men were fined $10 each in City Court wrath this week to make arrangements for the
Monday morning by City Judge H. H. Perce, for summer camp of the Boy Scouts, which will open
shooting dice. The men were arrested Saturday on July 24.
evening by local police in Missionary Bottom on
Burns Avenue, while participating in a crap
On page 54 of the June number of the Illinois
game.
Central magazine is the following;
"George Lemond, section foreman of Fulton,
According to W. T. Dawson, Fulton Fire Ky., was placed on the honor roll, effective DeChief, delivery of the new fire engine is expected cember 1, 1925, with thirty-five years of continuby July 15.
ous service to his credit"

1

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock 1

There are nine students enrolled at the summer School being held at Fulton High. The students represent three schools, Fulton, South Fulton, and Union City. The instructor is A. J. Lowe,
Teacher at Cayce High School.
Two of the subjects being taught at the sixweeks school are math and English. Classes will
continue for three more weeks. The hours are
from 8 to 12 noon.

E. J. Brundage, Omar Pounds and Jesse
Moore of the Chestnut Glade community reported ripe tomatoes in their gardens. Picking will
start next week, they said.

Hickman: While in Memphis a few days ago,
Steve Stahr, bought 1000 acres of land. This land
was sold "under the hammer," and was purchased by Mr. Stahr for $9,500. The tract is located on
the Wolf Island, some twelve miles above HickThe Mayors of Fulton and South Fulton will man and the largest island in the Mississippi
be present at the weekly luncheon of the Lion's River.
Club today when a State official will be on hand
to discuss the city water purification plan now
Mr. Laverne Browder charmingly complibeing conducted in the State. Elbert Johns, local
scout executive is in charge of the program assist- mented her attractive house guest, Mrs. Walter
Jetter, Jr., of Memphis with a beautiful party
ed by John Joe Campbell.
Wednesday at her suburban home. Mrs. Eldridge
The"Y" Homemakers Club met in the home Grimes of Memphis shared the honors. ,
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Dr. Corfley Burroughs performed the ceremony in the
First Presbyterian Church and
Dr. Robert Oldham played
bridesmaid.
— Alton (Ill.) Telegraph.
• ••

MINOR NOTE: My wife
made enthusiastic stew the other
day—she put everything she
had into it.
— Geo. Hoeksema in Chime
Tribune.
• ••
INTERVAL means keeping a safe distance between cars
on the highway to prevent tailgate crashes. The Allstate Motor
Club says stay at least one car
length away for each 10 miles
of speed.
•••
MY FAVORITE STORY
There was a fascinating story
in the paper recently. A 9year-old girl played a chess
tournament in Prague against
15 of the world's greatest die.,
champions, all at the same time!
Would you believe it? She
lest every game!
— Art MagerTHE FUNNY PAPERS
BABY BORN USING
FLASHLIGHT—Headline in
the Albert Lea (Minn.)Tribune.
Norfolk State Sen. Henry E.
Howell announced the selections
Thursday, Byrne. 49, s a general
practitioner, Shoemaker, 42, is
president of a chain of cleaning
establishments and a restaurant
chain, and Templeton, 40, is a
professional football team.
—Norfolk(Va.) Ledger-Star.
Does he ever win?, asks the
New Yorker.
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Miss Sandra Gilliland Weds
Mr. Bobby Wright On June 8

Julia Kathryn Edwards
Weds David Hazlewood.

In a quiet ceremony in the carnations and daisies.
presence of the immediate famMiss Randa Nabors, maid of
ilies and a few close friends, honor, wore a street-length
Miss Sandra Gilliland became green lace, with a corsage of
the bride of Bobby Wright, son white carnations.
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wright,
Tommy Wright attended his
South Fulton. The bride's par- brother as best man.
ents are Mr. and Mrs. William
Following the ceremony, the
E. Clark of Fulton Route 3. bride's parents were hosts to
The Rev. W. W. Kitterman,
a reception In fellowship hall.
pastor, officiated at the doubleServing the guests were Paige
ring ceremony at the Cumber- Clemens of Louisville and Patti
land Presbyterian Church at 7 Phelps of
Hodgenville, MSU
p. m., Tuesday, June 8.
students and friends of the
Vows were exchanged against bride. Carol Nabors was at
a background of white gladioli the guest register.
arranged in fan-shape under an
The bride is a sophomore
arch of huckleberry and green- education
major at Murray
ery, flanked by white tapers State University. The groom,
burning in candelabra.
who recently returned from a
A program of nuptial music tour of duty in
Vietnam, is
was presented by Mrs. Nelson employed by the Illinois Central
Tripp, organist.
Railroad Co. Both are South
The bride, given in marriage Fulton High School graduates.
by her step-father, wore an
They will make their home
original
street-length white in South Fulton.
summer knit, featuring long
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wright
sleeves and an Empire waist. were hosts to the rehearsal
Her only ornament was a strand dinner Monday night at Travelof pearls, a gift of the groom. ers Inn for members of the
Her wedding bouquet was
of wedding party.

In the soft glow ofcandlelight
on Saturday, June 5, at 4 o'clock
In the afternoon, Miss Julia
Kathryn Edwards became the
bride of David Wall Hazlewood.
The Rev. William R. Whitlow
performed
the double ring
ceremony at First Baptist
Church.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Edwards
and Mr. and Mrs.James Hazlewood of Fulton.
The ceremony was performed before an altar banked with
trailing ivy, greenery and myriads of pink bridal tapers. Family
pews were marked with
hurricane lamps.
Miss Nancy Veatch was organist. Candles were lighted by
Henry Edwards II, brother of
the bride, and Rick Kotter of
Metropolis, Ill.
The bride, given in marriage

by her

father, wore a Murray ed Identical to the matron of
original t e
honor and carried similar bouH
braim
dablurwhr
geite imported
go linen quets. Miss Diane Henry of
trimmed in Venise lace. Her South Fulton, Tenn., was flower
veil of
French illusion fell girl. She wore a dress of pink
into a chapel train outlined in organza with Empire waist and
the same Venise lace,She car- puffed sleeves. She carried a
ried a colonial bouquet of pink white lace basket.
rosebuds and stephanotis.
Attending the groom as best
Mrs. Tommy Roberts, twin man was his brother, Don
sister of the bride, served as Hazlewood. Fraternity brothers
matron of honor. She wore a serving as groomsmen were
formal gown of silk screen Donnie Notes of Fulton, and
printed organza in multishades Rick Kotter.
Ushers
were
of pink to rose tones. It fea- Henry Edwards II,
Tommy
tured an Empire bodice, brief Roberts and Danny Clayton of
puffed short sleeves and full Fulton, Greg Wall of Harrisskirt. Her headpiece was of burg, Ill was ringbearer.
pink illusion petals centered
Mrs. Edwards, mother of the
with a rosette. She carried a bride, wore a pink Shantique
Parisian topiary of pink mums. sheath with long, full sleeves
Mrs. Jim Holley of Mem- trimmed with dyed-to-match
phis, Tenn. and Miss Sue Esk- lace. She wore matching pink
Hardinsburg were accessories.
ridge of
bridesmaids. They were dressMrs. Hazlewood, mother of
the groom, chose an aqua shantung coat and dress ensemble.
She chosevimatching aqua accessories.
Honored guests were Mrs.
G. E. Feist Sr. of Paducah and
Mrs. Sam Edwards of Fulton,
grandmothers of the bride, and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wall of
Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.Homer
A record number of 1,140
Fulton County High School Hazlewood of Martin,
grandMurray State University stu- cheerleading squad took first
dents representing almost 22 place honors in the recent parents of the groom. Tile
mothers
and grandmothers
per cent of the total full-time Cheerleading School held
Say the name Europe and to Atlanta, Georgia, where they
at
undergraduate enrollment have Arkansas State University last were presented corsages.
what pops into your mind?— met the rest of their group,to
Following the ceremony, the
been listed on the Dean's List week.
foggy London nights, Piccadilly New York, and finally to Landon.
bride's
parents entertained
for the spring semester.
Their tour will take them to
Square, the Queen and her casa reception in the church
with
Wilson Gantt, dean of adIn the small squad division,
tle, romantic Parisian night- nine European countries, and
missions and registrar, said Fulton County was
clubs, the canals of Venice
they will return home in five
awarded fellowship hall.
Miss Pam Rogers of Hartford
the new high surpasses the old first place recognition, and
For four Hickman girls, this weeks.
mark of 985 honor students was presented with the Coca kept the guest register. ServThe girls planned to meet in
summer will be the fulfillment
at the reception were Mrs.
ing
for the
spring semester of Cola Award which makes them
of these effervescent dreams: London which will be the only
1970. There were 6,670 stu- elighble for consideration for Tommy Via and Mrs. Larry
they will be touring the Old place their tours will coincide.
Cunningham, both of Clinton,
PRETTY SANDRA STAUFFER AND HER
While the girls themselves
World for five to eight weeks
and Mrs. In • ceremony set for July ii at dents enrolled at Murray State a nation-wide competition.
and Miss Pat Housman of Pathis spring, including 977 doing
FIANCE, MIKE BRITT, will beams Mr.
with students from many U. S. were excited about the trip,
First United Mothodist Church.
year
Each
the
Coca
Cola
ducah. Miss Rose Ann Rushing
graduate work.
perhaps their parents were as
colleges.
selects
squad
Company
a
from
and
Miss Sharon Henry distribA
total
of 192 students made
It all began Saturday for Amy thrilled by the plans. As Mrs.
a perfect scholastic standing each cheerleading clinic from uted rice bags.
Bondurant and Nancy Jo James Austin Voorhees described it,
After the reception, the couof all A's or 4.00 during the throughout the nation. At the
when they travelled to Nash- "This is a wonderful opporof the summer, three pie left for an
unannounced
spring term. That number is end
ville to fly into Dulles Air- tunity for the girls; and they're
selected
squads
from
are
the
wedding
trip. For traveling,
also
a record high for spring.
port in Washington, D. C.Lon- so excited and happy!"
cash
groups
a
for
many
prize
Mrs.
Hazlewood
wore
a gray
Gantt
noted
that
the
percentdon was the next stop; and from
an expense-paid
trip. knit A-line dress. At her shoulage of students named to the and
there — well, eight weeks and
der was pinned a corsage taken
Dean's List is customarily
10 countries follow, includnig a
The cheerleaders also re- from her bridal bouquet.
higher in the spring than in the
behind-the-scene look at Comceived a spirit stick for the enMr. and Mrs. Hazlewood are
fall
because
many
first
year
munist Czechoslovakia
and
thusiasm they showed,
Miss Sandra Stauffer, daugh- at 4.30 p.m.The Rev. Mr. Britt Cole, Miss
at home in Murray.
Vicky Riddell and students have made academic
East and West Berlin.
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles C. will perform theceremony, astndlitual
stmee
enm
Miss Jamie Coburn, all ofJack_ a
tsest
byerth! end. of their.
Jane Voorhees and Nancy
Stauffer, and
John Michael sisted by Dr. Paul T. Lyles. s.
on
Sanger did not leave uhtil SunBritt, son of the Rev. and Mrs.
To
be
pamed to the pews
day.' TheOleii from Meinphis
John ft, Britt of Cayce, Ky.,
Organist will be Jo Fleming,
Distributing rice bags will be List at Murray State a strident
will be married on July 10 at and soloist, Miss Jana Lee Mc- Miss Nancy
make at least a 3.3
Lewis of Lexing- must
First United Methodist Church Daniel of Friendship, Tenn.
grade point average of 4.00
ton, cousin of the groom.
Mrs. Maureen Hickman, a
possibility.
The bride, to be given in marFulton Hospital registered
Among those listed are 16
riage by her father, has chosen
nurse, was the guest speaker
from Fulton County. They are:
The News takes pleasure in
as her matron of honor Mrs.
at the regular monthly meetFonda
Adams, Shelia Barron,
witting the following friends ing June 8 of the Kentucky State
Roger Montgomery, daughter of
Gideon Bransford, VickleCov"Happy Birthday.': Tommy Le- Association of Licensed PracMr. and Mrs. W. T. Johnston of
ington, Charles Dixon, Avery
Master, Delbert Mulcahy, June tical Nurses.
Jackson. Bridesmaids include
Hancock,
David Hazelwood,
24; Mrs Carl Seccombe, HowPlans for redecorating the Miss Tricia Boening of MilwauGovernor Nunn has announced Nancy James, Kathy
Mabry,
Her
topic
"Diabetes Melli- clubhouse of the Hickman kee, Wis., COUS111 of
ard Milam, Mrs. Kellena Holthe bride a $151,000 federal grant to the William Mangold, Penny Mcland, June 25; Vicki Croce, tus," was described by one of Homemakers were made last and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. state Child Welfare Department Neill, Brenda
Nanney,
Cynthia
a "really Wednesday night at their regu- Fred Boenln g, Mrs.
June 26; Mary Elisabeth Field's, the members as
Don to aid juvenile courts and for Terrett, Donna Wall, Paul WilMac itirrod, June 27; Joyce timely and important subject." lar meeting. it was also sug- Thompson of Henderson, cousin a delinquency-prevention pro- son, and Raymond Yates.
gested
that
of
Forehand, Mick Sanders, Robthe
the
groom
club
sponsor
a
and
daughter
of gram.
In other business Mrs. Virert Taylor, Mrs, Bud Stem. ginia Austin was elected the display of quilts at the Fulton Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Bailey ofi
The Kentucky Crime ComLexington,
June 28; Henry Bethel, Mrs new vice-president, and Mrs. Banana Festival.
Miss
Lene I la
The lesson on clothing con- Schneider, daughter of Mr. and mission also granted $50,333
Laurie Clark, Neil Tobki, June Margie Moyers secretary.
state funds for the two projin
struction
Mrs.
techniques
was
Victor
given
F.
Schneider,
Miss
29; William Earl lime, June
The next meeting will
be
by Mrs. L. B. Abernathy and Susan Brewer, daughter of Mr. ects.
36.
July 19.
Miss Mary Ledwidge.
and Mrs. A. H. Brewer of BrentSome $93,333 will be used for
Fourteen members and two wood, and Miss Joan Drew of
visitors attended the June meet- Memphis, daughter of Mr. and establishment of training sesLots Isbell Gardner, wife of
sions, model court standards Larry F. Gardner, graduated
ing and it was announced that Mrs. R. E. Drew.
and
an annual conference for June 5 at 10:00 a. m. from
the July meeting would be held
Flowergirl will be Miss Sum- 1uverale judges.
at Reelfoot Lake.
Murray State University with
Hostesses were Mrs. Harry mer Bicknell, daughter of Dr.
her Master of Arts in EducaAnother $33,333 will go for tion.
Newton and Mrs.Clarence Rey- and Mrs. Lane Bicknell ofJack delinquency prevention, includ:
son.
nolds.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner make
Serving as ringbearer will be ing efforts to get adjusted de- their home at Route 1, CrutchTrey Appleton, son of Dr. and linquents back in school.
field, Kentucky. Mr. Gardner
Mrs. Roy Appleton of Jackson.
teaches Industrial Arts at FulContinuing training programs ton County High School.
Best man will be David Guinn of
Henderson, and groomsmen- for child welfare personnel
Those who attended the gradushers will be Bruce G. Stauf- will get 840,006 and some $20,- uation were. Larry Gardner,
Plans for the July 3rd cake fer, brother of the
000
will
compilation
go
for
of
bride, of
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Croce of
walk and the presentation of Memphis, Mark Stauffer,
broth- resources for juvenile delin- Cayce, Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne
a film were discussed by the er of the bride, Craig
Carr and quency treatment and rehabili- Burheen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton Jaycettes in their regu- Phil Cox of Jackson,
James tation.
Lloyd Isbell of Hickman.
lar meeting on June 17.
Gilliam Jr., cousin of the groom
The walk will be at 7 p. m., of Lexington, and James L. Kenand both young and old are in- drick of Brownsville.
vited to attend. Co-chairmen
A reception will follow the
of the cake walk are Mrs.Bob- ceremony at the Jackson Golf
by Harrison and Mrs.Hal War- and Country Club. Providing
ren.
music will be James Allen.
The film they plan to sponsor
At the guest register will be
is entitled "Whatever Happened
Miss Vicki Schneider cdJack— Your Problems Bring Answers —
to Eight," and is about a brainson, and also assisting will be
damaged child. It will be shown
Mrs. David Posey of Richmond,
at 7:30 p. m. on Monday, June
Va., cousin of the bride, and
Dear Ann Landers I am not the paper. !can't have
28, at the Community Center.
any set of dentures for three with a fractured skull. Her husMiss Phyllis Waynick Mrs.Joe a Yale student and this is no letters from
Ann Landers months. Finally I told the den- band hit her with a baseball
joke. I am a married man who coming to either my home or
tist I would report him to the bat. She sent word she wanted
loves his wife and I am not in- my office. Thank you.—Sweating County
Dental Society If he to see me. When I went to see
terested in fooling around. The
Dear Sweat. Tell Mrs. Mus- didn't stop
monkeying around her I ran into her husband. He
problem is my best friend's tard Plaster of 1971 that her with
adjustments and make me was visiting her, too. She told
wife.
aggressiveness is becoming ob- a set of teeth I could
eat with. me she was going to give him
About three months ago a vious to others and she'd bet- Do you
know what he did? He another chance.
group of us went to a dinner ter cool it. Explain that she gave
Last week she was back in
me my $400 back and told
party at our club. This woman is undoubtedly the most ap- me
to go to another dentist. the
hospital with a broken
started to play footsie with me pealing woman since Helen of
shoulder.
I
He hit her again.
blindfolded
myself and pickThe Murray Art Guild
is ing at their easels, and can- under the table. I had had a Troy but
you have somehow ed a name out of the phone
Now
she
wants me to go to
Miss Guilin
book
once again sponsoring the An- dlemakers and other crafts- few drinks and responded, just
summoned the courage to re- and guess what? I got
me a den- him and talk about a divorce.
nual Western Kentucky Arts men at work.
for the fun of it. She took me sist her charms and she should
tist who made a perfect set of I really love her, Ann. What
and Crafts Festival to be held
Picnic areas are provided seriously and now she won't
please leave you alone.
teeth
— never had to go back should I do? — Undecided
on June 26 and 27 in the Con- within the Conservation Edu- leave me alone. She keepscallfor even one adjustment. What
Dear Um Leave her alone.
servation Education Center at cation
Center for visitors, ing my wife and setting up
Dear Ann Landers: A while do you think of
THAT, Ann And leave HIM alone, too.
Land Between the Lakes, lo- and camping sites are locat- evenings together.
This woman back a reader asked you if your Landers? —
Nutty
Al (My If and when Gert is single,
cated between Kentucky Lake' ed nearby. Light
refresh- Is sly as a fox and can figure teeth are your own. You said
you might
consider
friends' nickname for me)
seeing
and Lake Barkley in western ments will be sold by the Mur- out the goldarndest
ways to "Yes" and I am sure you were
her again.
But not
until.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel A. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. (Buck) Kentucky and Tennessee. The ray Art Guild. In case of bad corner
me. When I leave the telling the truth because
of
Dear
Congratulations
Al:
on
Curtin of Route 4, Hickman, James of Hickman,is present- show, which will be held near weather the show will be post- room
for whatever reason, the unfeeling way you reply to your
What awaits you on the othnew teeth. And say hello
announce the engagement and ly employed by W. E.inderson Center Station, will be open paled to the weekend of July she Is
behind me. Last night people who have denture prob- to your friends for me. I think er side of the
marriage veil?
approaching marriage of their Construction Company of Padu- to the public from 9 a. m. to 8 and 4.
when I went to the bathroom lems.
they've got you properly label- How can you be sure your mardaughter, Linda Sue, to Terry cah. He is a 1968 graduate of dusk.
A special attraction at this
had to move fast to lock her
It's easy for you to sit in ed.
riage
will
work?
Read
Lynn James, son of Mr. and the Fulton County High School.
Ann
Exhibitors
from
Tennes- year's show will be the pre- out.
Chicago with your own teeth
Landers' booklet, "Marriage —
Mrs. Alvin Merryman, also of He recently returned from a see, Kentucky, Missouri, Illi- sentation of a live musical
I don't want to tell my wife and give people advice on denAnn
Dear
Landers:
What
To
I
was
Expect."
enSend
tour of
duty in the Army. nois, and Alabama will be dis- program
your
Hickman.
conducted by L. N. but I wish she would stop actistry, but unless you've been gaged to Gert for three years— request to Ann Landers in care
The wedding is to be July 2, playing paintings, needlework, Clark, Assistant Professor
of cepting invitations from this through a complete extraction ring
and all—when she ran off of your newspaper enclosing
Miss Curtin is a recent grad- at 7 p. m., at the East Hick- ceramics, sculpture, and Jewel- Music at Murray State Uni- woman.
Although her husband and
suffered with ill-fitting with a guy she had met only 50e in coin and a long, stampuate of the Fulton County High man Baptist Church.
ry at the 2-day festival. Visi- versity.
Tb addition, square and I axe good friends I can
dentures, you are in no posi- a week before. I thought I'd ed, self-addressed envelope.
All friends and relatives are tors will be able to see a pot- dancing
School.
exhibitions will be ams him at lynch.
tion to tell anybody anything. go out of my mind,Three months
(C) 1911, Publishers-Hall
Mr. James, the grandson of invited.
ter at his wheel, artists paint- given by local
Plow print your advice in
clubs.
I fiddled around with a $400 later she was in the hospital Syndicate

Fulton County Fulton County
Students Make Cheerleaders
MU Dean's List In Top Honor

Gay Pares, Foggy London On
itinerary For Hickman Girls

Mrs. Hickman
Fulton Nurse,
LPN Speaker

Miss Sandra Stauffer And
John Britt To Be Married

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Homemakers To
Decorate Rooms

Child Welfare Gets
$151,000 Grant

Lois Isbell Gardner
Is Murray Graduate

Jayceties Plan
July 3 Events

Mrs. David Wall Hazlewood

40ut .2andeia

Murray Art Guild Sponsoring
Ammo! Arts, Crafts Festival

Mr. And Mrs. Curti AMMO)
Engagement Of Their Daughter

4
.1

Hickman County Man Charged
In Slaying Of Albert Douthit
A Hickman truck driver was Marr Strees, Hickman, was
shot to death Saturday night found dead about 6.30 p. m.
about three miles south of near the Walker home. He is
Cobunbus, Kentucky. Taylor the son-in-law of George A.
Wliacer 66, who lives on Chalk (Alex) Ford, the Democratic
'
Road
oad south of Columbus, nominee for. :railroad comis being held in Clinton on a missioner and a resident of
charge of
willful
murder. Hickman.
The dead man, Albert Douthit,
Walker is being held without
38-year-old resident of 1010 bond in the Hickman County
jail at Clinton.
He was taken into custody
by Sheriff Owen Gardner and
who, County
state police,

.Class Of 1951
Holds Reunion
Area Students
After 20 Years Get Degrees Al

Thirteen members of the 1951
graduating class of Hickman
High School held their first
reunion in 20 years Saturday,
June 12,Lat Boyette's on ReelSix area studentswere among
foot Lea.
Robin Pierce, the senior the graduates receiving diploclass president and today the mas at the 48th commencement
dean of Dyersburg State Com- exercise at Murray State Unimunity College in Dyersburg, versity.
those graduating
Tennessee, served as master
Among
of cermcoles for the occa- were: George E. Padgett of
Clinton and Lois I. Gardner of
sion.
Each member was asked to Crutchfield, both of whom redegrees.
master's
stand, introduce their spouse, ceived
and give some background of Barry T. Adams, Ronald
their life since graduation. Bennett, Chris R. Hunter, and
In addition, the members were Joyce K. Lee, all Fulton stupresented with a souvenir and dents, received bachelor's dea memory book which each per- grees.
son autographed.
Although the commencement
Attending the reunion were: was held June 5, Wilson Gantt,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young dean of admissions and regisMemphis; trar, said the exact number of
(Judy Trusty) of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Moore graduates would not be known
(Mary Ann Dotson) of Mem- until university officials have
phis; Mr. and Mrs. David Stat- completed a check of each canions(Martha Terrett)of Smith- didate's credentials to certify
land, Kentucky; Mrs. Marie that graduation requirements
(Garner) Watson of Paducah; had been met.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cooper
A record number of 921 can(Joyce Ross) of Winchester, didates for graduation filed
Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Rob- applications for degrees for
ert L. Hughes (Helen May), the spring exercises. Among
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Coffey that number were 811 for bache(Guelda Vaught), Mr. and Mrs. lor's degrees and 110 for masCharles Nickerson, and Mr. ter's degrees.
and Mrs. G. C. Barnett (Mary
Candidates for degrees repJo Gibson), all of Hickman; resented 23 states besides
John
L.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
Kentucky and eight foreign
White of Juneau, Alaska.
countries.

Murray State

Greenfield Monument— Works
— In Operation 68 Years

Large Display 4
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Ell MANESS fk SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Judge Will Jackson said, had
Walker out of the
to "talk
house" because of his reluctance to surrender.
With Douthit at the time of
his death was a woman identified by the Judge as Billie
Newcomb of Hickman,
Jean
and a 19-year-old boy.
Judge Jackson said he did
not know what caused the shooting, although he noted Walker
lived on land owned by the Central State Dredging Company of
Memphis, the company for
whom Douthit worked.
hearing for
Preliminary
in the county court
Walker
has not been set, although it
will probably be held some
time later this week, according to Judge Jackson.
At the same time, listckman
County authorities are investigating the mysterious shooting of Dennis Walker, 61, the
brother of Taylor, at his home
in the same area of Columbus.
The shooting, which occurred
about 2:30 p. m. Tuesday,June
22, happened as Walker sat
on the front porch of his home.
Authorities said the bullet
grazed the left side °this head,
causing a slight COCCUSS1011.
The gunshot victim tumbled
from the porch into the yard,
where he was discovered by
a
neighbor
several hours
later.
Walker was taken to an Arphysician,
lington, Kentucky
and then removed to Community
Hospital, Mayfield,
where he was treated and released.
He told authorities he did
not see his assailant.
The dead man was the son
of the late Anderson Douthit
and Irene Sutton Williams.
He was born in Tennessee on
March 2, 1933.
Survivors include his wife,
Douthit of
Elizabeth Ford
Hickman, and one son Russell, also of Hickman, and his
mother.
Also surviving are four
brothers: James Edward Webb
of Barlow, Kentucky; Robert
Lee Williams of Germany;
Richard Wayne Williams of Fulton, and Charlie Milton Williams of Hickman; and three
sisters: Laura Garcia, Radcliff, Kentucky; Reba Bell, Fulton; and Dena Williams of Hickman.
The funeral was June 22 at
the Chaney Funeral Home, with
the Rev. J. T Neelev officiating.
PallbeE4rs for the funeral
were Mo Newcomb, Marco
Dunn, Terry Sanders, James
Garland, Billy Spence, and Donnie Sutton.

Memplub Pro
Plans First
Day Camp
Johnnie Newman, professional basketball player on the
Memphis Pros, will be one of
the coaches at Union City's
first All-American Basketball
Day Camp.
Newman led last year's college scoring records and was
drafted by the Pros on this record.
The camp will feature three
other men as coaches: Dale
Carrier, a University of Kentucky basketball player; Fred
Gamblin, high school coach at
Union City; and Paul Kelley,
University of Tennessee at
Martin basketball coach and
former coach of Union City
High School.
The camp, which begins next
Monday and lasts until July 2,
is open to all boys from grades
4 to 11 at a cost of 835 a boy.
It will run from 9 to 12 each
week morning.
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Champions, Contenders
July 15th Deadline For ASC
Tournament
To Vie In
Certification Of 1971 Programs
Four former champions and 132 other golfers will highlight the 1971 Ken-Tenn Invitational
golf tournament to be held at the Fulton Country
Club this weekend, starting Friday.
Last year's winner, Jimmy Knott of Trenton,
will be defending his title in the 36-hole medal
play event.

Producers have to certify
their compliance under the 1971
probrams.
farm
set-aside
Deadline for certification in
Fulton County is July 15, according to Roy Bard, Chairman of the County Agricultural Stabilization Conservation Committee.

and Brown of Paducah,the winner of the Princeton Father's
Day tourney, should supply
some rough competition for the
champs and the many young
high school and college competitors.
The Ken-Tenn dance for the
golfers and their wives is planned for Saturday night. Dan
Steel, of Paducah's WPSD television station, and his bandwill
be providing the music.
Trophies and golf merchandise trophies will be presented to the winners by C. D. Jones,
club president, following the
tournament.
Fulton golfers, most of whom
will qualify CM Friday, include
the following:
Phillip Andrews, Charles W
Andrews, Mickey Brockwell,
David Brarin, V. L. Blackwell,
Charles Binford, Tom Bushart,
Mike Butts, Don Campbell,
Johnny Campbell,
Bonnie
Crews, David Forrest, Bill
Fossett, Norman Fulcher, Felix Gossum, Pat Gossum, Mike
Gossum, James Green, Lee
Green, Ed Halley, Johnny Henson, Mike Hagan, Arch Huddleston, Harvey Jeffrey,Tommy Jeffrey, C. D. Jones, Tommy
Lynn, Bob Mahan, Floyd Martin, Max McDade, Roy Morrow,
Charlie Pawlukiewicz, Flynn
Powell, Walter Powell, Jim
Trees, Gid Willingham, Frank
Woolf, Ladd Stokes, Dale Yates,
Jasper Vowell, David Winston,
and Bob Winston.

A producer must complete
his certification before he can
receive any set-aside payment.
To certify, a producer signs
a statement at the ASCS Office
showing acreages devoted to
various crops under the 1971
programs. At the same time,
he designates the amount and
location of his set-aside acres.
Those who certify in time for

Vieing against him will be
Freddie Lancaster, Mayfield,
the first champion to break
par in the tournament; Max
McDade, a Fulton resident who
recently won the Hickman Invitational tournament, and the
only other par-breaking champion, Gil Morgan of Memphis.
In addition to these four
Ken-Tenn winners, two area
golfers who have won recent
tournaments, Bill Hale and
Jimmy Brown, will be competing.
Hale of Mayfield, Sunday's
Highland Invitational winner,

Postal Service Goes
To New Management
July 1 will begin a new page
in the history of the American
postal system as the name is
changed to the U. S. Postal
Service, and the
operation
goes from a government to business basis.
"It'll be something like the
TVA operation," Postmaster
Joe Trees said. "We'll still
be under the government, but
we'll have a separate, businesslike organization, too."
Although he said that actual
changes in the delivery of mail
would not come until later,
Treas noted that the running of
the postal service on the natiOnal level would be completely
rearranged.
"A Board of Governors has
been set up to supervise the
service, and the number of national regents will be cut down
from 15 to five.
"In addition, a postal rate

board
will be appointed to
regulate any raise in postage
that may be necessary."
As Tress put it, the aim of
the change is really two-fold.
"First, we want to put the
post office on a self-paying,
business basis. And we want
to serve the people better,too."
To celebrate the change, all
U. S. Post Offices are having
open houses, and Fulton is no
exception.
"We'll be holding open house
all day July 1," Treas said.
"Refreshments will be served,
and anyone wishing to tour
the office can do so."
In addition, they will be giving away a commemorative
envelope, and selling commemorative stamps. "We'll
cancel the stamp for you so
that you can keep it as a souvenir, if you'd like us to,"
Treas added.

Nunn Grants
Father,Son
Funds To Fight Shot With
Illegal Drugs
Same Gun

Governor Nunn has announced a $100,000 grant from the
U. S. Department of Justice
to help the Kentucky State Police began an intensifiedcampaign against illegal drug sales.
The governor said members
of the newly created narcotics
enforcement unit will go "undergrotmd" tocombat the growing market in illegal drugs in
Kentucky.
Officers will wear mod clothing when necessary,drive rented automobiles and keep under
surveillance fields where marlJuana grows wild,
The unit plans to spend more
than 10 per cent of the grant
to pay informers who make undercover purchases for use as
evidence,
The state will put up$31,604
in matching funds for the projSCORES HOLE-IN-ONE
ect.
The grant is for one year.
Lynn Newton, the Fulton
Maj. Robert C. McKinney,
Country Club pro, scored a
hole-in-one at the -iocal club head of the narcotics unit, said
Friday, June it It occurred on stress will be placed on "getting
the 135 yard No. 7 bole while the pusher.
he was playing with G. J. Wil- "We don't arrest the user,"
he
"We're after the
lingham, Bobby Scales, and source.".
source."
John Henson.
McKinney said the unit will
"most definitely" concentrate
its work in the cities.

Stubblefield Reveals Grant
To Study Port Facility
Hickman is on the move! told the members
Last week the Carborundum
"With enough effort HickCompany announced a major man could become the focal
expansion program. On Tues- point of industry and a key
day the approval of $28,000 river transportation center di
for a feasibility of the Hick- with the concerted effort of X
man-Fultco County River Port local people. We started out ir
Authority could mean a whole with a feasibility study and
new complex of economic de- today Greenville is one of the ai
velopment.
most important river trans- Y.
Congressman Frank Albert portation centers of the world."
Stubblefield revealed to The He added that accessible river
Hickman Courier on Tuesday transportation breeds related Ai
the approval of a $28,000.00 Industries, and could mean a Ile
Economic Development grant tremendous industrial growth•
to do a feasibility study on the for Hickman.
Hickman-Fulton County River
In a telephone conversation
Port Authority. The funds from Washington on Tuesday
have been allocated to study Mrs. Marti Harding, executive
the establishment of a Port assistant to Congressman Stub- ak
Authority and related industrial blefleld, told the Courier edipark on the Mississippi River. tor that she was surprised
If the information received that the grant came through di
from the study is feasible, since
money is so tight in
the industrial climate of the Washington.
Hickman and Fulton County area
Mrs. Harding has been vitally•
could open vast new oppor- interested in the Port Authority di
tunities for industry, recrea- since it was mentioned to her rk
tion and economic
growth. while she was in Fulton County
The study will consist of late last year.
seeking potential sites along
"You must have pulled some
the river and the development important strings in Wash- Zr
.
i
costs, access, and an analysis therm," she quipped on con- IP
of the area's economic physi- gratulating the people of Hickcal resources.
man for their sincere interest di
If the first phase finds that in the economic growth of the X
the development of the Port Au- area.
RIF
thority is feasible, then a
Members of the Port Aumaster plan for the full de- thority are: Hugh Lattus,chair- da
velopment of the project will man; Joe Rumfelt, Phillip Cris- 7:
be extensively prepared.
som, Hughey Collins, Frank
The study will be co-ordi- Bird, and Julius Falkoff.
•
nated with the U. S. Army Corps
•
of Engineers and will consider
the possible effects on the en•
vironment of the industrial de•
velopment of Hickman.
From his hospital room in
•
the Obion County Hospital,
The Small Business Admin.•
Mayor Richard White told the
part-time office in
Courier editor,"This is but one istration's
Kentucky, located on
of the many programs that we Paducah,
floor
of the City Hall,
have been working on
for the first
Thursday, July IP
months. It is the kind of a will be open on
m. to 2:00 p. tn.
program that, among others, 1, from 9:00 a.
number is 442-3110.•
has been the real dedication Phoneand the reason I want to give
A SCORE representative will•
of my time and effort to make
be available to give counsel-•
Hickman the best small town
ing and advice to businessmen ah
in America."
11
or prospective businessmen 1
The amount of the grant apdesiring his services. Also, IP
proved is $3,000.00 higher than
lie will provide general in- di
the application made by the
formation on SBA's financial
City of Hickman and compiled
assistance programs.
by City Manager Don Mac•
Laren. On K4.... advised of
the grant Mr. MacLaren said.
"This is the biggest break
•
that Hickman has received in
many years. Hickman could
become
in a few
o
sm
iseanother
another
Greenville,,
ear le„ 140 Brl
'Fulte"•
'
adWeY' Se"
Plies* 47"Ille4
•
he added.
Greenville, Mississippi, until .-.Armstrong Inlahi Lineleunt •
ten years ego, was a placid _vo
in sod 'the
•
city on the Mississippi River, ,
and McGee Carpeting•
whose principal industry
ry was "
—---,,mns
ell
cotton-growing. At the annual —Uphelsteting, Aftedere and
meeting of the Hickman ChamAntique
her of Commerce, Milton P.
Carpeting
Barschdorf, director of the —Viking Kitches

data to be processed will get
checks for their preliminary
set-aside payments as soon
after July 1 as possible. ABCS
personnel are ready to assist
farmers in correctly certifying their acreages.
Producers receive photocopies of their farms to help
them plan their farming operations and also to assist in locating acreages for set-aside,
Mr. Bard said. The photocopies
show boundaries of farms and
most up-to-date field acreage
information.
The county ASCS office also
provides measurement services, at cost, to help producers
determine acreages at planting
or at certification time.

The ballistics report in the
gunshot deaths of Haywood
Jonakin and his adopted son,
James Odom, have been received and show both men died of
gunshot wounds fired from the
gun discovered beside the body
of Mr. Jonakin.
Jack Charlton, agent of the
Tennessee Bureau of Criminal
Identification, said the case
probably will be written Off as
murder and suicide.
"The case hasn't been officially closed yet but all evidance we've collected in the
case points to murder and sincide
the state officer deciar'
ed.
The bodies of the two men
were discovered in the Jonakin
home on April 25 and officers
said they had been dead about
two weeks when found. A 25
caliber automatic pistol was
found beside Mr. Jonakin.

Phone 472-21164FULTON, KY.
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PROBLEM?

Artist Supplies
ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS
"Shop in our complete
Art Department"

•

NOTIC
TO VOTERS
Registration books will be open in the County Clerk's
office through September 7 for persons who wish to register and vote in the November general election.
If you are eligible to vote but have not registered, you
must enroll your name on the registration books at the
Court House in order to vote in the November general
election.
Young men and women who are 17 but will be 18 by
November 2, the date of the general election, may register now and vote in the November election.
Others who should register are those over 18 not pr6
viously registered, those who have moved from one precinct to another, those who were improperly registered
for the last election, and those who have married and
have not yet changed their names on the registration
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GETS DEGREE
Mrs. Larry F. Gardne.r was
awarded her Masters of Arts in
Education at the spring graduation exercises of Murray State
University on Julie 5.
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Deaths
Virgil McClanahan

Mrs. Lacewell

Virgil McClanahan, retired
Crutchfield farmer, died Wednesday, June 16, at St. Luke
Hospital in St. Louis. He was
78.
Born December 28, 1892, in
Hickman County, Kentucky, he
was the son of the late Joseph
Henry and Dessie Kimbro McClanahan.
He was a member of the
Crutchfield United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Evelyn Evans McClanahan; a daughter, Mrs. Frances Harper of Overland, Missouri; two sons, Fred McClanahan of Fulton and James McClanahan of Crestwood, Missouri. A daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Curtsinger, preceded him
in death in 1942.
Also surviving are: a brother, John McClanahan of Crutchfield, a sister, Mrs. Grace
Cannon of Clinton; nine grandchildren and 12 great-grandchlldren.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, June 19, at the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel,
with Rev. Fred Thomas officiating. Interment was in Rock
Springs Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Gerald
Binford, James Byrd, Hiram
Brown, Cloyce Veatch, Arlie
Batts, and Ruben Inman.

Mrs. Frances Lee Lacewell,
49, sewing machine operator at
H. I. S. for many years, was
dead on arrival at Fulton Hospital Wednesday, June 16, at
6.30 p. m. of an apparent heart
attack.
Born in
Weakley County,
Tennessee, she was the daughter of the late Sam Hutchens.
Her mother, Mrs. Gertie Sadler Hutchens, lives in Fulton.
Her husband, Cecil Lacewell,
preceded her in death in 1953.
She was a member of the
Central Church of Christ.
Besides her mother, survivors include a
daughter,
Mrs. David Leath, South Fulton
Route 3; twosons,Jerry Lacewell, Wing° Route 1, Harry
Lacewell, South Fulton Route 3,
three sisters, Mrs. W. D. Powers, Fulton, Mrs. Doris Lacewell, South Fulton, Mrs.Robert

Mrs.Mildred Taylor
Mrs. Mildred Louise Taylor,
44, Hickman, died at 2:54 a. m.
Wednesday, June 16 at Hillview
Hospital following a brief illness. She was the wife of Alfred
Taylor.
She was born in Kentucky on
June 28, 1926, the daughter of
Mrs. Anna Martin Shannon of
Hickman and the late Robert
Shannon.
Besides her husband and her
mother, she leaves three sons,
James R. Walker, Richard W
Walker, and Robert G. Walker,
all of Hickman; three daughters, Mrs. Wanda Louise Heisler, Union City, Miss Brenda
Sue Taylor, and Miss Shirley
Taylor, both of HickJean
man; two sisters, Mrs. Annie
Mae Gargus, Hickman, Mrs.
Betty Armstrong, Memphis,
three brothers, Alfred Shannon of Illinois, Bobby Shannon
and Herbert Shannon, both of
grandchildren.
Hickman; six
Funeral services were held
at 4 p. m. Friday, June 18, at
the Chaney Funeral Home with
burial in Hickman City Cemetery,:
n.+44:44-•

John Andrew Campbell, 2month-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Campbell, Fulton Route
2, died at 10:30 a. m. Wednesday, June 16, at his home. He
died of pneumonia.
Besides his parents, survivors include a sister, Jennifer
Campbell; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Hutchens,
South Fulton, Mr.and Mrs.Raymond Campbell, Fulton Route 2.
Funeral services were held
at 1 p. m. Thursday, June 17,
at Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with the Rev.James Best
and the Rev. Bill Smalling officiating. Burial was in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Black, Chicago, three grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p. m. Friday, June 18, at
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
with Bro. Charles Houser officiating. Interment was in Chapel
Hill Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Raymond
Hutchens, Howard Hutchens,
John Hutchens, John Jackson,
James Campbell, and John W
King.

Suinnief Jobs For Graduates
At A Premium In Kentucky

repair of wheeled and tracked
P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, June 24, I
vehicle engines and accessories, powertrain units and
chassis components.
achievement in Vietnam.
His wife, Donna, lives
at
Lieutenant Bradley distin625 Washington St., Union City,
guished himself as an EC-47
Tenn.
aircraft commander when he
flew an extremely hazardous
Army Private First Class mission through adverse weathArmy Private Robert O. For- Donnie J. Cole, whose mother, er and under the constant threat
sythe, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lorena M. Damesworth, of enemy attack in support of
Route 3, Hickman, free world forces combatting
Major 0. Forsythe, Hickman, lives on
• •••;,.
Ky., recently completed eight Ky., recently was awarded the aggression.
The Distinguished F 1 y tag' '
Medal
Service
Vietnamese
weeks of basic training at the
Cross was awarded to a Fulttif;••
He was presented the medal resident, U.
U, S. Army Training Cater, while assigned to the 23rd InS. Air Force Fleet
U, S. Army Training Center, fantry Division near Da Nang, during ceremonies at Mather Lt. Gerald H. Bradley, son,
Of••
AFB, Calif., where he now Mr.
Vietnam.
Ft. Campbell, Ky.
and
Mrs.
L. B. Bradlisf.1
medal, an American serves with a unit of the Air of Fulton.
The
He received instruction in
drill and ceremonies, weapons, award, identifies the recipient Training Command which proThe Cross was given
map reading, combat tactics, as a veteran of duty in Viet- vides global airlift for U. S. aerial achievement in Vietnam-military forces.
military courtesy, military jus- nam.
in which he flew a hazar2s
Pfc. Cole is assigned as an
tice, first aid, and army hisThe lieutenant, a 1964 grad- mission through adverse we
D,
infantryman in Company
tory and traditions.
Fulton High School, re- er and under the constant threat
3rd Battalion, 21st Infantry of uate of
ceived a B. A. degree in 1968 of enemy attack in support.Apif
Private First Class James E. the division's 196th Infantry from the University of Ken- free world forces combadig
Glover, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brigade. He holds the Bronze tucky where he was commis- agression.
John E. Glover, Myron Cory Star Medal and two awards of sioned through the Air Force
4
ENSIGN HOME
Dr., Hickman, Ky., recently the Army Commendation Medal. Reserve
Officers Training
Ensign Ronnie Hamra sjfeilt
completed a I4-week automoSACRAMENTO, Calif,—U, S. Corps program. He is a memtive repair course at the U. S. Air Force First
Lambda Chi Alpha. last weekend with his pareats,
Lieutenant ber of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra• on
Army Ordnance Center
and Gerald H. Bradley, son of Mr.
School, Aberdeen Proving and Mrs. L. B. Bradley, 501N.
His wife, Susan, is the daugh- Norman Street, after returnink
Ground, Md.
Highland, Fulton, Ky., has been ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Ste- from nine months service at WI •
During the course, he was decorated with the Distinguish- vens of 464 Oakshire, Kirk- Nang, Vietnam. He is now sta:trained in the maintenance and ed Flying Cross for aerial wood, Mo.
tioned at Vallejo, California..'''

News From Our
Boys In The

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Summer resort for employment-seekJobs for high school and col- ers. Such Jobs include houselege students are at a premium work (painting, laymmowing,
this year, according to Ed De- baby-sitting) and construction
Shazer, director of the Employwork.
ment Service for the Depart-,
The service also is workment of Economic Security. ing with the Youth CommisDeShazer said the situation sion on putting into effect
isn't unexpected since sum- OPERATION. STEEPLE. This
mer jobs have steadily de- plan allows churches to hire
creased in the past four years. students from the congregaThe situation really doesn't tion as maintenance or rodappear good, he added. "No job workers.
one seems to be hiring right
Mrs. Landrum reports some
now and some companies are federal agencies are hiring
laying off workers..
students ages 16-21 who have
Betty Landrum, who has disadvantaged criteria. The
six years' experience deal- positions listed would include
placement employment at state post ofing with summer
program, said her office is fices, Fort Knox and Naval
receiving many applications ordnances.
for summer positions but the— Mrs. Landrum advised stu"position of the labor market dents interested in summer
is prohibiting any big push employment to contact emfor 1971."
ployment services in their
Mrs. Landrum, represent- communities. "It's better for
ing Louisville's Kentucky Stat. the students to work through
Employment Service, said sea- one of our offices than to go
sonal positions may be the last first to A company.

Lt. Bradley
Is Awarded -43
Flying Cross

SERVICE

Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Clyde Morrow
Clyde Morrow, 66, Fulton
County farmer, Hickman Route
3, died Tuesday night, June 15,
at the °Won County Hospital in
Union City, Tennessee.
Born in Kentucky, January
12, 1905, he was the son of the
late George Richard and Retie
Jane Irvin Morrow.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Viola Davis Morrow, two
sons, C. W. and Jerry Morrow,
both of Hickman, two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis Ann Minton,
Moscow, Tennessee, and Mrs.
Louise Dyer, Troy, Illinois,two
brothers, Clarence Morrow and
Jodie B. Morrow, both of Hickman, a sister, Mrs. Elise Mae
Rice, 11 grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p. m. Friday, June 18, at
the Chaney Funeral Home with
the Rev. Raymond Kelchner and
the Rev. Estill Triplett officiating. Interment was in the Obion
County Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Veda Bard
Mrs. Frances (Vada) Bard,
95, died at 10100 pc. in.,Saturday, June 19, at the McAlister
Rest Home. She had been &patient there for the last four
years.
Born January 26, 1876, in
Fulton County, she was the
daughter of the late Jerry
Hampton and Mary then Moultrie Hampton.
She was a member of the
Mount Carmel Baptist Church.
She is survived only by several nieces and nephews. Her
husband, Sam Bard, preceded
her in death several years ago.
Funeral services were held
at 2.30 p. m. Wednesday, June
23 at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home Chapel with the Rev.
Jack McClain officiating. Interment was in Fairview Cemetery.
CHURCH OF GOO IN CHRIST

• LATHAM

Picture Courtesy of Gardner's Studio

By Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie Brtuin
This neighborhood needs a
good rain. We have heard of of Louisville, Ky., have been
rains all around, but it hasn't vacationing with his parents,
rained here in some time. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brann of
Mrs. Connie Antosialc of De- Latham for the past week.
Mrs. Etta Pettict of Dresden,
troit, Mich., is visiting her fa, Neal Jones, while he is who is the sister of Ben and
ther,
Robert Reed of Latham,is serirecuperating from a fall.
The crops and gardens all ously UI at the Weakley County
look good. Some tobacco was Hospital, with a broken !Upend
set late as there was a shortage other complications.
Larry Smith, the eldest son
of plants this year.
There will be a meeting at of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith
of
Latham, was commissioned
7.30 o'clock on Tuesday night,
June 29, at Old Bethel Church, as 2nd Lieutenant at UTM on
to discuss perpetual care of the March 17 and is stationed at
cemetery there. All persons Fort Benning, Ga. at the presinterested in the cemetery are ent time.
Penn Foster is hospitalized
asked to attend the meeting and
to tell others who might be in- at a Paris hospital, with emheart trouble.
terested, as this is a good thing. physema and
Ir. and Mrs. Frank Parrish J. W. Foster of Martin, a
former
resident of Latham, is
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams a while Sunday after- a patient at Jackson-Madison
County Hospital with a kidney
noon.
Several from the community ailment.
Mrs. Alma Wheeler
attended church at Little Zion
of
Sunday night. Elder and Mrs. Latham returned to Memphis
Bobby Crouch came by for us to this week to be with her daughter, Yvonne, who at this time
go with them.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs. is some better.
Doyle Bowlin is much imElmer Cannon Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Page, Mr. and proved at this time.
Mrs. Adair Cannon, Mr. and
Sympathy is extended to the
Mrs. Paul J. Brann and Mr. and W. M. Mills family, newcomMrs. George Cannon.George is ers to our community, who re.their son who lives in Paris, calved word last week that their
Tenn. He brought fish, French eldest son had been involved in
fries and bush puppies for a a motorcycle accident which recook-out in the evening.
sulted in his death in Chicago.
. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wit-.His body was cremated and his
Hams spent Monday pight with family returned horn on ThursMr.'and Mrs. Clarence Vickery day.
in Memphis. Everett "mutton'
T. D. Cummings is =improvcheek-up at Veterans 'Hospital
on Tuesday. The Vickerys al- ed at this time. Basel* Cummings
is improving some Dow.
ways ask about all tbetr old
ntliabbOrs and friends here.
Chess Morrison is unimprovThey are fine.
ed. Recent visitors then: Owen
Elder and Mrs. Bobby Crouch Miller, Baron Dixon,RedMansvisited with Mrs. Maggie Pan- field, Mollie Bet Simpson, Erkey a while Sunday afternoon. nestine Doughty end children,
Jos Pstemodchil"For with God nothing shall Mr. and Mrs.
d r n, Earl McNati, Jock Carbe Impossible." Luke 1:37
Bonnie CumMrs.
and
ney,
Mr.
The WA will honor the man
Harwith dewy faith and firm con- mings, and Mr. and Mrs.
vey Vaughan.
victions.

The Church of God in Christ, located on McFall Street in South
Fulton, does not employ a full-time minister; however, Rev.
"Gip"
REV."GIP" BRYAL
and
Pastor

&Tail, of

Paducah, conducts church services on the second

fourth Sundays in each

month at 11 a. m. and at 7:30 p.

Sunday School is scheduled for 10 a. m. each Sunday, prayer
and Bible Band on Tuesday nights and prayer service on Friday
nights. These services are in
various members serving as

charge of Mrs. Mary Smith, with

the

leaders of the services.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9066
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2364655

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ins.

302 Can Sire...

At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Fulton, Ky.

472-1411

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1341

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC4114T1
Clinton, Ky.
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Obion, Fulton County Students
Graduate From UT At Martin

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

• GOOD SPRINGS
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New Work Study Props Begins
For Vocational.Oriented Students

This community received a
Vacation Church School at
very nice rain Saturday night Good Springs came to a close
Several area residents were Folger said. "You must defend
when between one and one-half Friday night with a program
among the 523 students receiv- hither education's strengths
and two Inches fell. However, given by the classes. An enrolling degrees at last Friday's and criticize weaknesses t
some of the nearby communi- ment of 97 with average atcommencement exercises at the you see."
The Fulton County High and receive practical experities reported only a very light tendance of 86 made this the
University of Tennessee at
Following the address,
School has begun a new work- ence at the same time. It was
shower. All plantings seem to largest school ever. The Junior
Martin.
President Edward J. Bol
study program for vocational developed after an unusually
be growing very rapidly at this High class extended their work
Among the graduating stu- conferred the
baccalaureat
agriculture students, the sec- high rate of unemployment and
time.
dents were Hickman's Cheryl degrees on the 498 graduat
drop-outs was found in tills
into Saturday morning when, ond such in the state.
Sympathy is extended to the with Bro. Stover and teacher,
Lynn Menees, who graduated seniors and the master of sciThe program is designed to area.
John Mills family due to the Mary Bruce, they visited the
with honors and received
a ence degree with a major In
In the Fulton County area,
allow students to earn mosey
death of their oldest son in Chi- nursing home, carrying as04
Bachelor of Arts; and two education on 25 candidates.
according to government studcago
last
week. He suffered the book marks they had made.
Fulton girls, Janet Kaye CurImmediately following t
ies, there is 5.1 per cent of
fatal injuries in a motorcycle The young folks going were Dentis and Lynn Dianne Robinson, exercises, Chancellor and Mrs
unemployment. The drop-out
accident.
who both received a BA in edu- Dykes honored the June grad
nis McClure, Vicki Brown,
rate soars to 49.9 per cent,
Harvey Vaughan was dis- Tammy Crawford, Debbie Bycation.
uates and their guests at
"an unusually high number,"
missed from the hospital last num, Mary McClain, Beckle ArSouth Fulton graduates in- brunch in the University Cenaccording to Charles Terrett,
Wednesday after beings' patient chie, and Lynda Cathey.
clude
Fields; ter Ballroom.
Teresa Jane
advisory specialist to the
there for the previous week due
Diane Foster; Larry Ray Heath;
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Byrd
to an accident He continues to and son will be moving to
Christina Mae McKinney, grad.We hope that by making
the
Gary Tucker, of the C•ycir community, Is shown working in the Improve at his home.
uating with high honors; Charles
Hospital
school a little more interesting
with
an
allergic
rash.
WEATHER
REPORT
Congratulations
to Mr. and
F. Pennington; and Joyce ForeMr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
bonne greenhouse he helped his father _build.
A total of 29 area students -- and allowing students to earn
Mrs. Jerry Doughty on the ar- Veach and Mrs. Jess
hand Perry, all of whom obWry of achieved academic honors dur- money, too -- we can keep these
rival of a baby son last Thurs- Clinton came for Mrs.
(From current readings and
tained a degree in education;
Mae By- Mg the spring quarter at the kids in school," Terrett added.
day.
Betty Gail Milliken, home eco- records of Jim Hale, South
ars last week to go for a visit University of Tennessee
Working 40 hours a week durat
Word
has been
nomics degree; and Robert Fulton.)
received with them. Wbele there, she Martin, Henry C. Allison, dean ing the summer and 14 a week
from
several
relatives
Jr.,
Boyd
business
that visited Mr.and Mrs.John Veach of admissions and records, has in the school months, the stuMoulton
they plan to be in this area and Mrs. Gov. Wright.
administration degree.
Delo High Lew
dents are paid minimum wage
announced,
Precis,.
and attend the family reunion
Dr. John K. Folger, execuMrs. Lois Roberts visited
Students from Hickman are: allowances for such jobs as
JUNE 1971
at the Harvey Vaughans the Mrs. Bud Canter near
tive director of the Tennes- 1
construction, landgreenhouse
J.
Teresa
Beachum,
D.
Cuba
Gerald
76
64 .
Education Com- 2
see Higher
Horticulture students at Ful- Cayce community, has built first Sunday in July. An in- Eula Nelson home soon.
Beachum, Peggy Jean Isbell, scape maintenance, manage91
58
0
vitation
all
relais
extended
mission, delivered the princi- 3
to
ton County High School are busy with his father a home greenMr. and Mrs. Howell Jones Cheryl Lynn Menses (summa merit of the agriculture shop,
95
04
.9
pal address and challenged
building greenhouses at home house. They use the green- tives and friends to enjoy who live in Livingston, Ala- cum laude), and James Ezell agriculture library work, and
4
98
68
occasion.
graduating class
this
the largest
building maintenance.
peptomatoes,
and
bama,
start
had their trailer home Whitby.
at
school,
house
to
working at pri5
98
70 ...
.....
0 vate homes and for
and Mrs. Darrell Wright completely destroyed in
in the history of the instituTo be eligible, students
Honor students from Fulton
businesses, pers, watermelons, cantaloupe, Mr.
a cy97
69
0 and completing many
Arkansas,
Little
Rock,
from
tion to help bring the coun- 6
clone last Thursday. Neither are: Mary Johanna Butts, Lady must be at least 15 years old
land- squash and other vegetables
80
70
spent
at
try together through the pur- 7
trace scape projects in our comhome
the
reweekend
less than 21 years old
of them was seriously hurt, Walker Craddock, Kathy Ann and
to plant on their farm. They
88
61 ......._
_.... 1.4 munity to gain experience in operate a fruit and vegetable turning to Little Rock Monday. although Howell had to
suit of a common set of goals 8
have Meacham, and Robert S,Scates. at the beginning of their em85
62
Word has been received that some stitches for cuts and was
to improve the quality of life. 9
0 Horticulture.
mile south of Cayce
Pittman was the ployment.
one
Larry
B.
stand
94
65
.1 ask that you commit your- 10
.......
0
Gary Tucker, son of Mr. where they sell the fruits and Mike Wright is now at sea. He badly bruised.
only honor student from Clinton. At present, the program is
95
selves to UTM, to the Univer- 11
67
Mr. and Mrs. Vendell Glisand Mrs. Harry Tucker of the vegetables grown on the farm. is serving the third year in
From South Fulton are: Jane funded by 80 per cent federal
sity of Tennessee and to higher 12
96
the
Navy.
71
.1
son
visited their son, John, at Bloodworth (summa cum laude), funds and 20 per cent local
—
education In the state by giv- 13
97
70
Sympathy is extended to the Veterans Hospital in Memphis William R. Bynum, Janet Kaye funds.
Gary, a junior at Fulton
trice
ing us moral support," Dr. 14
91
County High, has been in vo- family of Mrs.Reale Watts, who Sunday and report him to be Curtis, Lane B. D'ouglas, At present, three students
70
0
15
cational agriculture two years passed away last week. The doing fairly well. They also Teresa J. Fields (summa cum are employed under the pro89
88
.1
and will begin his specialty Loyd Watts family lived in this visited with Roy Westbrook and laude), Carmen Sue Gardiner, gram for the summer. In the
15
94
64
training in horticulture this community several years ago. found him to be improving. Nancy C. Hall, Patricia E. Hol- fall, however, five more will
17
96
66
_. 0
Laverne Owensby, who was
fall.
18
97
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars, laday, Bobby Harold Larson, be added.
69
......
0
very critically ill at the Bap- Mark and Brad, have returned Christina McKinney (summa
15
92
66
.....-__.....
The Supervised Occupational
Hospital
after
in
Memphis
tist
from a week's vacation in the cum laude), Pamela Netherland,
20
92
66
COURT SALE
Experience Program for all
3
being transferred from the Ful- Smokies.
Amanda Faye Newton, Charles
91
70
The Master Commissioner, 21
vocational agriculture students
.2
ton Hospital last Tuesday, is
Little John Gallimore, son of F. Pennington (summa cum
Ruth Johnson, will offer for 22
87
65
Mrs. C. W. Morrow, whose Is made up of actual job ex- reported to be Improved.HowMr.
and
Mrs.
Harlan
Gallimore,
Joyce Gail Perry, Jan- (Continued from Page One)
laude),
sale on June 30, 1971, at the
an
area
perience
of
the
stuin
husband is 'a Hickman farmer,
ever, he is still in the Inten- hasbeens
last week patient at Hillview ice E. Sharp, Martha H. Subhour of 10 o'clock A. M. a house
She assumed each ofthe probis currently in the Albert B. dent's selection. Gary's pro- sive Care unit.
tette, Oran Charles Walker, lems as her personal responand lot on East State Line, FulChandler medical center at the gram consists of greenhouse
Nix
from
Mrs.
San
Mark
AnMr.
and
Mrs.
and
Danny
Warren,
Susan
Fielder
Carol
on
(residence
Carlton, Kentucky,
University of Kentucky at Lex- construction and growing,field tonio, Texas, is visiting relasibility.
ton of Florida are visiting Ray Zickefoose.
1400 E. State Line, formerly
ington after receiving a kidney Planting of vegetable crops,
In addition to her daughter,
with children, Mr. and Mrs.
Only students who carry at she is also survived by three
belonging to Burch Moon). The
The following persons were transplant Tuesday, June 22. management of vegetable crops, tives in this area.
Mr. and Mrs. BillieCopeland Terry Bethel and other rela- least 12 hours of credit durauction will be held at the patients in Fulton's hospitals
Her sister, Barbara Mont- and marketing of these crops
grandchildren,
and a greatand son from Memphis spent tives and friends.
ing the quarter and whose grandson.
premises, and the sale will be on Wednesday, June 23:
gomery of Piggott, Arkansas, in the roadside stand.
the weekend with homefolks and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Zolan
ranges
point
average
grade
for cash or on a credit of 30
Gore,
was the kidney donor.
Funeral services were held
attended the service at Sandy Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Brann from 3.0 to 4.0 qualify for
days. If sold on credit, Bond
HILLVIEW
Friends in Hickman have
in McComb, Mississippi co
Branch.
visited
Saturday night with academic
honors. Students Wednesday afternoon with inmust be made. For further
Jean Boughty, Martin; Fred started a fund to help pay for
On Sunday dinner guests of whose grades are from 3.75 terment in the cemetery there
information contact the Master Lucy, Richard Bridges, Hick- the medical costs, which are
CHESTNUT GLADE
Commissioner at
Hickman; man; Iola Robertson, Crutch- expected to run approximately
Mrs. Armstrong were Bro. Bill to 4.0, inclusive, are passed
HOME DEMONSTRATION CLUB Smalling and Mavis Parker. for the quarter summa cum in the family plot of her father.
Warren & Warren, Attorneys field; J. P. Brockwell, Union $50,000.
"Receiving Full Value For
Plaintiff, Fulton, Ken- City; Robert Lawson, Water
Wanda Byars was honored laude.
for
God is now willing to have a
Anyone wishing to contribMoney Spent" was the lesson Sunday with a birthday dinner
tucky, or Rodney A. Miller, Valley; Becky Puckett, Ada ute may make checks payable
Over 1,029 students were
taught by Mrs. Grace Prince prepared by Mrs. Mae Byars. passed for the spring quarter very definite part in our lives
Attorney for Defendants, Ful- Belle Counce, South Fulton; to the Alice Morrow Kidney
when she met with the Chest- Other guests for the day were with academic honors at U-T but if we ignore it, wedefiniteton, Ky.
Beatrice Hayes, Zora Parks, Fund at The Citizens Bank in
A group of about 20 officials
ly will have no part in His
nut Glade Club for the regular Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hall and Martin.
Jerry Cox, L. D. Wright, Ful- Hickman.
have begun an investigation of
future.
June meeting. She showed a Joy, Bates, Mark and Brad.
BULLDOZER - SCRAPER
ton.
the Illinois Central Railroad acstressing the different Mrs.
film
OPERATORS
Grace Armstrong and
cident which occurred last June
things that should be looked for Jimmie.
FULTON
They made music and
10 near Salem, Ill.
Experience helpful but not
when shopping for food, cloth- sang and
(Continued
IC
Grace
from
Paducah
Capps,
the
enjoyed the evening
Meeting
Page
Tiptonville,
in
One)
necessary, we will train. Earning, furnishings or other mer- very much. Mrs. Mae Byars
"Some states exempt home- Shop, representatives of fedings exceed $300 weekly. Write Tennessee; Mattie Laws, Marchandise.
and son Mark were also presPersonel Officer, Ohio Valley garet Wilkerson, Palmersville; steads from taxes. Howevel, eral, company, and state groups
The club met in the New
Cow,, 125 East Short Street, Mrs. Mart Reed, Martin; Mar- up to the present this is not will dismantle by hand the loco- Hope Church due to illness ent.
vin
is
betruck,
which
motive's
Burkett.
Clinton; Reilly the case in Tennessee. Many
Lexington, Kentucky, or call
In the home of Mrs. Laverne
people living on Social lieved to have locked and caused Owensby, who had expected to
606 252-3484, Monday Mini Fri- Bushart, Nancy Gossum, Way- old
nell
accident.
Stevens,
the
Rita
Watts,
Security
and
Myrsavings
must
day.
for the June
tie Fields, Wingo; Glenn Byrd, pay their increased property
Eleven persons were killed be the hostess
been for the
Crutchfield; Debbie Grissom, tax out of money based on for- in the accident, and 94 others meeting as she has
Directly on the ocean
New Color TV. & Phones
past several years.
Jim Lafoon, Sie Starks, Water mer income. Farmers, with were injured.
in all rooms
meeting
Private Beach
was
The
called to
Valley; Virginia Mangold, Hick- explosive
farm
implement
order by the President, readSwimming Pool
Beautiful motel rooms
Between Marlin & Union City man; Dorothy Churchwell, Fred prices and now a radical ining the thought for the day
and fully equipped
Air-Conditioned, heated
Byar, Mary Wiley, Patsy Jet- crease in farm land values,
efficiencies with two
"Be not merely good, be good
ton, South Fulton; Ira L. Arm- can be seriously crippled withCoffee Shop
FRI. - SAT., JUNE 25 - 26
new double beds
for something" by Thoreau.
Orian Winstead, manager of
strong, Nell Bennett, Ralph out a reasonable study and
Cocktail lounge
STARTS AT DUSK
Mrs.
Joe
Killebrew
directed the Paul Minting Implement
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Brady, Jim Burke, Clarence sensible approach to their tax
Self
Service
Laundromat
the songs, "Let Me Call Yoe Company in Fulton, announced
DOUBLE FEATURE
Graham, Cozette Hill, Lula problems.
Diner's Club
Free-Self parking at your
Sweetheart" and "In the Gar- this week that the International
Belle Hopkins, Lucy Jefferson,
American Express
"The tremendous responsidoor
I Am A Groupie (R) J.
den."
Harvester Company has introL. Lewis, Will Lewis, Ira bility, the overwhelming obliCarte
Blanche
Pool Table
According to a just-released
Mrs. Jim Burke gave thede- duced six new models of farm
— AND —
Master Charge
Rains, Ruby Roberts, Grace gation to deal justly, fairly
National
study
by
Safety
the
Shuffleboard
v
o
tion
a
1,
using
the
topic,
tractors,
all
of
which
Bank-Americard
are now
Robey,
Fields, Peggy and equally with every propCouncil, Kentucky ranked 21st .Peace of Mind," with scrip- available locally.
Three In The Cellar (R) Spraggs,Alice
Free golf next block
Charges
Chester Wade, Sarah erty owner and with the county,
32 states nationwide ture selections from Matthew,
Powell, Lura Pewitt, Clarence is perhaps the greatest single among
2441OUR
SWITCHBOARD
SERVICE
reporting
in
traffic
a
drop
announceIsaiah
and Philippians.
Winstead made the
challenge we have faced in the deaths during the first three
SUN. - MON., JUNE 27 - 28 Finch, Fulton.
The roll call was answered ment following a general meetcounty's
history.
months of 1971.
STARTS AT DUSK
by each, telling ways that milk ing of farm equipment dealers
"I earnestly hope the July
The study showed Kentucky's was included in their meal plan- at the company's tractor works
NAMED COACH
DOUBLE FEATURE
term of theObionCountyQuar- fatality rate to be seven per
Former assistant football and
ning. This revealed that an ade- at Rock Island, Illinois.
Dana Andrews - Peter Martell
terly Court, of which I am a cent below the total reported
quate amount was used in many
basketball coach at Fulton
Resort Motel
member, will reduce the tax for the same period just one
--Mod
County High School, Steve
different ways.
The Cobra (R)
The new tractors include •
rate to a point where radical year earlier. Delaware, with
Conveniently Located—
Mrs.
Prince
Speed,
gave
has
interesting
two
been
utility
the
tractors
in
named
the
new and
— AND —
Just minutes to all day or
unreasonable increases a 64 per cent reduction, led Information
concerning the 79 to 133-hp range, plus two
boys coach at Peabody High will not
night activities—Directly on
take place and where the list of all states credited .Day
Dennis Hopper - Chris Noel School in Trenton.
Care Center" that is being more in the 40 and 52-hp
the ocean
we can give individual con- with a declining
death rate. established at UTM.
class. The six comprise the
Write or Call for Brochures
sideration to the value of each
The Glory Stompers(R)
Among six states neighborMrs. James Pogue,the Health International Harvester new
and rate Charts
piece of property until the job ing Kentucky, only
SHOP OUR ADVERTISERS
Ohio with and Safety Leader, gave timely "66" line, and are available
D. J. Clark-Owner-Manager
is done.
an 11 per cent decline better- reminders on Electrical Safety. In
TUES. - WED., JUNE 29-30
turbo, non-turbo, gear
Phons-305-947-2613
"I am offering my time, my ed the figure attributed
to the
Mrs. Fred Vaughan, the Con- drive or
hydrostatic drive,
18901 COLLINS AVENUE MIAMI BEACH FLA 33160
DOUBLE FEATURE
talent, my experience as
a Bluegrass State. Virginia re- sumer
Education Leader, with diesel engines.
business man and, I believe, my ported a drop of four
STARTS AT DUSK
per cent named several things to look
ability to do the Job, with full while an
increased number of for when shopping.
Count Yorga
justice to the county and to all deaths were reported
for IndiThe Craft Leader showed
the people.
ana, Illinois, Missouri and Ten- wild flowers that she had colorVampire (GP)
"I make no complaints about nessee.
Figures from West ed and pressed for assembling
— AND —
the present assessor.I do offer Virginia were
ANDREWS
incomplete.
later.
myself as, I think, a fully qualNationwide,
the number of
Bingo was enjoyed with sevJewelry Company
Blood And Lace(GP)
ified candidate for this most motor vehicle
deaths reported eral prize winners.
important office."
during the first quarter 1971
Mrs. Jim Burke served retotaled
11,220 as compared freshments to thirteen memwith a March 1970 total of bers, one visitor, Mrs. Prince
11,580.
and twelve children.
Mrs. Charles Wright was a
welcomed visitor.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs.WilbernJackson at 2 P. M. the third ThursMiss Lillian Jones, senior day in July. Visitors are cornurse for the Commission for dially invited.
Handicapped
Children, will
be at the Fulton County Health
Department in Fulton on Friday, June 25 from 9 a. m. to
11 a. m. and at the health deHickman from
partment in
1 p. m. to 3 p. m.
Miss Jones is at the health
department every fourth Fri- See us for - - day to interview any handicapped child needing her serv- Your Insurance Needs
Ices. This includes any child
who may be slow to develop
as well as anyone who may be
Like the foolish Ostrich. SOME insurance agents seem to hide when you red certain
having trouble with a brace,
kinds
of coverage. They pretend you aren't there when you need help on a special
Fulton 472-1341
crutches or other device.
insurance
problem,
and hope you'll go away. You WILL, too, to another insurance agent, and another.
No appointment Isnecessary.
Save yourself ALL of that by dealing with your Independent Insurance Agent
FIRST. He
represents MANY Insurance companies, so special coverage is no problem to him and
no
problem for you. Every insurance need you have can be planned into one
program. Your
Independent Insurance Agent is a PROfessional full-coverage planner. drawing from the
resources of the entire industry to serve you FIRST PROtecting everything you work for.
LET the others hide. See YOUR Independent Insurance Agent NOW,

SOU

Fulton, Hickman
Students Named
To Honors List

Horticulture Students Building
Greenhouses At Home, School

Funds Sought
For Victim Of
Kidney Ailment

CLASSIFIED ADS

NH.Edwards—

HOSPITAL NEWS

Lin

Investigation
Into IC Wreck
Is Being Made

Puckett

New Models Of
Farm Tractors
At Nailling's

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

State Traffic
Deaths Reveal
Small Decrease

Whispering Palms

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers Al:

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

Hiding is

Commission Nurse
Coming On Friday

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

Complete Roof
Planned Protectios

RICE AGENCY

NO substitute

for a PROfessionally planned
INSURANCE PROgram I

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
•••

1
.1.1.11
filWAY

FULTON, KY.

WE PROTECT EVERYTHING YOU WORK FOR!

.0,01

1971

Southside Drug Company will fill —

THE NEWS =

— MEDIMET Prescriptions For Employees Of

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
With
The American
Rod Cross.

of Union City, Tenn.
— Also Prescriptions For Employees of

General Tire and Rubber Company

&VertIt was
usually
ent and
n this

FULTON. KENTUCKY

of Mayfield, Ky.

SOUTHSIDE DRUGS,INCORPORATED

0E0 Studies Rabbits Rates Hiked
As Poverty Fighters For Medicare

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
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Barbecue

The Office of Economic Opportunity is pondering the possibility of raising rabbits and other
animals as a possible weapon
in the national war on poverty.
About 125 persons, including
anti-poverty officials and small
rabbit producers,
conferred
here Tuesday on the potential
of rabbit raising as a moneymaking venture for the poor.
Joining the discussion were a
, fur broker, a judge from the
American Rabbit Association,
a meat processor and a laboratory rabbit breeder — all with
advice on how to raise rabbits.
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GOLDEN BROWN

FRIED CHICKE

Ray's Hamburgers ...25c

MIRO-

CALL US

shop,
and
tudents
ars old
rs old
✓ em-

479-9082

ATTENTION MOTHERS

$10.00 VALUE

ram Is
federal
local

8 x 10
Living Color

tudents
• proIn the
ire will

Port
„ rait
ry'4L 97c

One)
• probrespon-

Plus
50c Film Charge

No Appointment Necessary

aughter,
by three
great-

The 0E0
makes loans
through local agencies to help
poor persons or community action groups finance through
projects such as the raising of
rabbits. In Whitesburg, Ky., 28
persons are raising rabbits and
II are raising heifers, using
money from a local $10,000
loan.
Goal of the Whitesburg group
is a cooperative processing
plant and eventual development
of the ability to raise food,
slaughter the rabbits, freeze the
edible parts, send the organs to'
laboratories, then dry the pelts
and sew them into garments.
Currently, the Whites burg
group is selling rabbits to neighbors and supplying rabbits as
pets for local children.
Tuesday's session was told
that rabbits are good investments for anti-poverty work
projects because of their rapid
reproduction.
David Pelphrey, president of
the Pelphrey Co., the nation's
largest rabbit meat processor,
said that careful processing of
all parts of the rabbit is the
key to making money in the
venture.
He said that the head, ears
and hail are ground for mink
food an shipped to mink ranchers in the Northwest; the pelts

FIREWORKS

No Age Limit
All Work Guaranteed

All the new space-age

ONLY AT BEN FRANKLIN IN FULTON
Friday, June 25 from 10— 1 and 2— 7 p. m.
Saturday. June 26 from 10-1 and 2 — 5 p. m.

to have a
our lives
definitet in His

BEN

k

Of interest to Homemakers
VIVAZIOMICIMMICIZisaMine,,ICWICW
CIMWSICZWIMallitle.
,

The cost of supplementary
medical insurance will go up
30 cents a month effective
July 1, 1971, Social Security
Administration officials have
announced.
For most people, this means
the cost of medical insurance
under the Government Medicare
program will be, 85.80..e_PF
month, increased from the
present $5.30. For other individuals presently paying $5.80,
$6.40 and $6.90, the new rates
will be $6.20, $6'.70 and $7.30,
respectively.
The officials pointed out that
since the Government pays an
equal amount, one's medical
insurance continues to be worth
double the amount one pays for
it.
-The new increase will be effective with the check normally
received on July 3. This increase is necessary to cover
the higher costs of medical
care and the greater use of
medical services, the officials
said.
are sold to fur brokers, and the
organs, glands and blood go to 1
medical schools and laboratories.

ISuper Va ue Genter
Special!

Fireworks PLUS aH the old

FRAN KL.I N

......"••••••

buyers. We

SCOPE

Reg.$1.89880

24-oz.
Reg. $2.05

880

PRELI7i
16-oz. Liquid
Reg. $2.15

ArAtn.

411G vie

880

On Sale This Week

2996

NageL_wirest607TE
I

4111C.
CreSf

.2996

880

Crest Toothpaste

Inside Latex
WALL PAINT
2 Gal. $5.00

8.75-oz.
Reg.$1.29
—Drive-in window
Next door to Liberty
Supermarket
—Plenty of FREE
PARKING

WE MAKE KEYS
Railroad Salvage
Lake se.
Fulton, AY.

SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS, INCORPORATED
PHONE 479-2262

SO. FULTON. TENN.

eosswimialuemw.

time favorites. Discount to
quantity
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k Full Selection of Poses

Limit: 1 Per Subject
2 Per Family
Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups $1.47 Per Person
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located one mile south of
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Fulton on Martin highway.
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Allen's Poitery

FULTON KY.
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Mid-South Shows On The Midway June 28 - July 3
s
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All Seats In The Shade

Roy Bay= (Rice Records)
Nashville, Tenn
Kim Morrison (Mercury Records)
Nashville, Tenn
The Wonder State Quartet
Arkansas's Number 1 Male Quartet
The Melody Men
Music as vou Like It.
Bob Davidson and his Band
Country Music's Best
Herb Cathey • Emcee
WCMT • Radio

;

CONTINUOUS
ENTERTAINMENT
JULY .3

12: NOON Til Midnight
Itid° 7
'
41
ADMISSION JULY 3rd/
One Ticket Good For
ALL DAY
Children 50c Adults $1.00

#14'•

4111111t.

ca

11.

SAVERS

Its Vacation Time! We have over 140 New Cars
and Trucks in Stock, Ready To Go! (Most Any
Color or Model). We are anxious to trade. We
also offer these choice used cars!
1970 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE
wagon,
Tenn. tags, white, V8, standard shift,
extra nice.
1969 CAMARO. Kentucky tag, gold color,
V8, standard transmission.
1969 ELECTRA 225 Buick. 4-door hardtop
with Tenn. title. White with black
vinyl top. Loaded.
1969 FAIRLANE FORD. 2-door hardtop
with Ky. tags. Red. V-8 automatic.
1969 IMPALA 4-door hardtop; Tenn. tags,
white, black vinyl roof, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factor:,
air, sharp!
1968 CHEVELLE SS 2-door hardtop, Tenn.
tags, green, V8, automatic.
1968 PONTIAC CATALINA 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, green, green vinyl top, green
vinyl trim, V8, automatic, power steering. power brakes, factory air, 1 owner:
extra nice!

Awe 1111111`‘

CHEVELLE

NOVA

1968 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan, Tenn. tagr;.
green, V8. automatic, power steering,
factory air.
1968 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop. Blue with
Ky. tags. V-8 automatic, vinyl top, power steering, power brakes and factory
air.
1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door sedan, Tennessee tag, white. V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL LS, Kentucky tag, blue, 4-speed,
radio.
1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST 4-door sedan;
Kontucky tag. white, V8, automatic,
,teering, power brake's, factory
nit, 1-owner, local car!
1966 FAIRLANE Station Wagon. White with
Tenn. title. V-8 automatic.
We Have A Salesman On Duty Until 8:
p. m. Monday thru Friday and on Saturday afternoons until 5: p.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BIRK
"Where the best dials are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" - -

Mic

Chuck Jordan, Mike Willams, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs and Dan ylor

HIGHWAY 307

rILTON, KY.
IIIINIOA

n"11.111ps

11111Willie

Corn Crop Prospects
xcellent In County

E

Corn blight has shown up in 22
likore counties In six states but
3/eion County% corn crop ap•
excellent and no signs of
disease have been turned up
ally
_.,--.- "People who have traveled up
*100 miles in all directions say
5e have the -beat looking corn
211ey've seen," Extension Leader
ice Martin said today
In Washington, the Department
of Agriculture said the infestations
found so far are
..
--..

re

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
*mg As"

TAME
Creme Rinse
16-oz. Size
Reg. $1.89

localized mostly in volunteer or
test plot corn plants.
Moreover, there has been no
evidence to indicate the disease
has started spreading from one
field to another, the department
added.
Last year a new type of
Southern corn leaf blight was
spread by windblown fungus
spores over vast areas, into the
Corn Belt and as far north as
Canada.
Thirteen of the new blight
counties are in Illinois. The
remainder are in Ohio, North
Carolina, Georgia, Texas and
Alabama.
Earlier this year blight had
been verified in Kentucky,
Nebraska, Iowa. Florida and
Mississippi and in one small plot
in Middle Tennessee. Fifty-two
counties in a dozen states now
have blight reported.

SI.19
CREST
Tooth Paste
Family Sire;
Reg. $1.09

89c
Gillette

RIGHT GUARD
4-oz; Reg. $1.09

69c
Gillette Foamy
11-oz; Reg. $1.19

67c
PRELL
Liquid Shampoo
16-oz; Reg. $2.15

$1.29
SCOPE
Super Size
24-oz; Reg. $2.05

$1.29
Intensive Care
i•spo •
Reg. Price $1.19

79c
nods
ANS DRUG CO.
Lake $t.

Fulton

Methodists
Drop Age
Requirement

$5,000 Grant

Rural Road
Projects Set
For County

Told For HSU
MURRAY. Ky.-A $5,000 grant
has been awarded Murray State
University by the W. F. Young
Company, Springfield, Mass., for
a disease control research study
in conjunction with the university's horsemanship program.
In announcing the grant, E. B.
Howton, chairman of the Depart of Agriculture at Murray
State, emphasized the funds
would be used to help the Young
Company formulate products
which will effectively control
harmful organisms and organisms capable of causing diseases
in horses.
The Murray State research
work. Howton said, will be under
the supervision of Ken Cromwell, a member of the university's agriculture faculty, and
Dr. Elwood Brown, Murray veterinarian and one of the most
widely-known equine practitioners in Kentucky.
They will be assisted by a
number of Murray State students.

Highway Commissioner B. E.
King has announced Fulton
County's 1971-72 Rural Secondary Program, which totals
$160,627.71.

Grading and rock surfacing are
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, June 24, 1971 Page 2
of
scheduled for 0.5 mile
Sams Road.
Collections from state and local
Various county roads total- financed by two cents of the sales Mites will exceed $15
bilmotor
ing 64 miles will be maintained seven-cent-per-gallon
lion this year, triple the figure
under the 1971-72 program. fug! tax.
for 1980.
Rural Secondary projects are

PUBLIC SALE
-"JACK WILLIAMS ESTATE"Located 1 Mile North of Dukedom on Highway 129

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 10:00 A. M.
"TWO FOR ONE"

Refrigerator, Electric Range, Oak Dining, Table 14 Chairs, Clocks, Lamps, 4 Metal
Dish Cabinets, Cookware, Dishes, Maytag Washer, Fans, Electric Heaters, Vacuum
Cleaners, Glass Top Table, Mirrors, Radios, Engraved Table, Spiral Leg Table, 3-Pc.
Bed Room Suite, RCA Console TV, 2-Pc. Living Room Suite, 4-Drawer Chifferobe.

SHOE SALE

- ANTIQUES - CURIOS Doll and Carriage, Porcelin Cookware, Odd Chairs, Wall Telephone, Frosted Press,
Depression Glass Ware, Tbys, Vs Pt, Stone Jugs, 1 Kerosene Lamps (odd), Cuspidor,
Granny Rocker.

Men- Women - Children

-TOOLS - MISC.Saws, Wrenches, Hammers, Bits, Part Cabinet, C-Clamps, Emery,
Sewer Rod, House Jack, Tire Regrover, Lawn Furniture.

Starts June 24th

I

EUROPEAN TOUR
Lynn Armbruster of Memphis, grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Brown and Lara
Armbruster of Fulton, left June
13 on a three-week European
tour with a Memphis high
school band.

ALL SALES FINAL 1

TERMS CASH -

Martin.°
fopufil
Fosout.
aninTS
rill

SALE RAIN OR SHINE

SERVICE
IN STORES
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EXTRA

EXTRA

THE COODYE*R STORES
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GOODYEAR TO MAKE WESTINGHOUSE ACUSTOMER BY-WORD WITH FANTASTIC OFFERSLIKETHESE...
westinghouse "Frost-Free 19/s
Refrigerator-Freezer
•19.3 Cu. ft., 167 lb. capacity
refrigeratorfreezer controls•7-day meet
keeper • Separate ice tray
compartment•Slimwall design•Heavy-duty. deep door
shelves is Large vegetable
keeper•Butter, cheese servCr.•Removable egg server
•Icemaker available

•Separated

SAVE
s351

PRICE

$8.49

1.
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WESTINGHOUSE
UPRIGHT FREEZER

$289

DELUXE COMPACT
AIR CONDITIONER

$179

}lot& 595 lbs. Wire package
guard. Built-in lock. Four
feat-freeze shelves.

All]

6,000 B.T.U. cooling and dehumidification. 3-speed fan.
Directional Mr flow.
J't

•Big 245-lb. capt.city freezer
•Completely frost-free
operation
•Slim-wall design for
greater inside storage
•Only 31' wide, eo" tall
Heavy-duty cantilevered
adjustable shelves

$399
_
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FILIER CLEAN
DISHIVASHER

$219
Portable with single ansi
double eyelet. Tlit-sitara
door. Self-cleaning Alter.

YOU CAN BE SURE
OF VALUE AT A
LOW, LOW PRICE!

Whc

4 Sans
Bros

.

k

Stop in today ... See our giant selection
Oftntroductory buys on all Westinghouse
merchandise.
3 WAYS TO PAY
AT GOODYEAR
Westinghouse Washer-Dryer
Stack-Mates
al
WASHER-Feature, exclusive
•weigh-to-sere
door

_...:
-.... ,

' .'

SCHISL

%WW2

Hot
Han

R51.163L

.

0iki.lr',

•1-Coat Covers any color
-Whitest Outside Paint you can bu
-Formulated to "Breathe"
-Dries in minutes
-Clean up with soap &water

plibi rip„„„eri

Westinghouse "Frost Free 16"
Refiigerator-Freezer
•SIDE-by-SIDE 16.6-cu.-ft.

ON
EVERY GALLON

--.

C

.•

I

vcy,NEWS BULLETIN

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

$249
Handy Welsh-to-Save lid.
Soak and prewash settings.
3 water heat selections.

r,000Pi't4gj
CwstonrrGnidegiaq

master charge
AAAAAA CIAO

TSofit,

DEIIOL •3 rinses plus slop's soak timer

LAMS

K
WESTINGHOUSE
HEAVY DUTY WASHER'I

ELECTRIC DRYER-

•Time dry and auto/dry

.

permanent press cycle
•Easy-to
kat collector

Blut

‘poi,..:.
LT1101

$449

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY RACE

B44y Now at your nearby Goodyear Service Store

S. P. MOORE r COMPANY

100 We t State Line, Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1000 Store Hours: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm Mon thru Sat

$ee Bareadwo

-

GOODIVEA"

•

MFG.SUGGESTED

LUNCH AVAILABLE

-FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACTMrs. Judy Milam 502-468-5474 Or Vol. Hubert Ainley,
Auctioneer- License No.6 822-3593 - 472-1371

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

$399
CRYLic LATE
HOUSE PAINT

Bench Vice,

- AUTOMOBILES2 - 1955 4-Door Ford Sedans, 8-Cyl. Auto, Transmission, Ky. Title. (One Wrecked).
1 Lot Used Wheels and Tires.

MOREHEAD, Ky.
The
Kentucky Conference of the
LAKE STREET - FULTON, KY,
United Methodist Church has
voted to remove all age requirements for its delegates.
11140.040-1.40-Keeseees-•-•-•-teeses*-404eatelaslaslesSesnesessle40.04.
The conference, meeting here
Friday, voted to amend its constitution to delete a requirement
that a person had to be at least
21 to serve as a delegate.
The conference also voted to
include two delegates under 25years-old from each district.
The conference received a
check for $11,567 from the UCM
Publishing House, its share of
Ithe division's profits. The money
goes into the conference pension
fund for retired ministers.
The following ministers were
named as Kentucky delegates to
the church's general conference
in Atlanta next year: Dr. Albert
W. Sweazy, Lexington; Dr. E.
L. Tullis, Ashland; Rev. R. R.
Patton, Lexington; and Rev. H.
W Greene, Lexington.
The following laymen also
were named as general conference delegates: C. R. Hager,
Nicholasville; Mrs. Louise
Fields, Maysville; Ray Litton,
Flemingsburg and John Kemper, Ashland.
The conference voted to increase the annual pension rate
for retired ministers from $57 to
260 for each year of service et&ctiee Jan. 1, 1972.
• The following retirements
*ere announced: Rev. Harold
Daniels, Fort Thomas; Rev.
Paul Gillespie, Russell; Rev, 0.
S. Gardner, Shelbyville; and
Robert Hart, Maysville.
The delegates also voted to Increase their contributions to 12
Negro colleges connected with
the Methodist church.

PAIN
SALE

SALES
!TICE

Bituminous surfac Mg Is planned for 0.8 miles of Chambers
Road and 1 mile of Walker Road.
Bituminous initial surfacing is
scheduled for 0.5 mile of Maddox Road and 0.8 mile of Jefferies Road.
Grade and drain work and
rock surfacing, and the installotion of a precast bridge, are
planned for Roper School Road.
Widening and bituminous resurfacing are planned for 0.3
mile of Vine Street in Fulton.

LIBERAL
BUDGET TERMS
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Smut ItatIMA, Taws.
41-4P6141410404114.41-0.000.4040..................411410414

Page 2

ate and local
:eed $15 bile the figure
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Fulton, Ky.

600 EXTRA STAMPS
WITH FIRST WEEK'S utillPONS YOU RECEIVED IN YOUR FROCHURE.
(WE RESERVE THE HIGHS TO Limit
WE GIVE DOUBLE STAMPS EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Press,
uspidor,

REGISTER FOR TIN LIZZIE THIS
IS THE LAST FULL WEEK TO

UNBEATABLE STAMPS
UNBEATABLE PRICES

4 Metal
Vacuum
▪ 3-Pc.
'robe.

REGISTER

GREEN
S

GIVEN AWAY JULY 3RD

294
SUGAR
10 894 FRYER
10
Broilers
Charcoal 794 sizo.ADBOwLDRES ING
ICE MILK
STEAK
Detergent 194 Jowls
OIL
CRACKERS
:ox 2541/4 PORK LOIN 494
Country Skillet
Grade A
Whole

lb.
Bag

God Chaux
with coupon

Is Vice,

STORE HOURS
Monday Thru Thursday 8:00 A. M. To8:00 P. M.
Friday and Saturday 8:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 9:00 A. M. Thru 7:00 P. M.

lb.

MORRELL

Split

Royal Oak

3 Cans

HEON MEAT
"
TA"
LcUNC
ri

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

$1.00

49c

FRESH

Quart _ _ _ 49c

'F,

113
,3%

Swiss
Shoulder
U.S. Choice

Turners

Half

•••••••••••

Gal 45

— Wesson

Lb. 29c

BACK BONE

Punch Enzyme

FRESH

Sliced Smoked

Lb. 99c

CAT FISH

Bottle
48 oz.

lbs.

21301.

0
$1

Ends

HOLSUM PRESERVES

Butter
I
I
JOY
I
1
k
M

Liguid
Coupon Worth
68C Below „
With Coupon -,i4e

18-oz. Jar _ _ __ 39c

HOLSUM

IIII4111..U.11,41VAIWIIIII101FIFAMF

TEA

45

32 oz.
Bottle
-,,

4 .
Pkg.
oz654

AM.
ilrAIIIIII.M'Ilv.11/4w.smdir.zrm'AII

AlKdrAIIIIAIFAIIIIIIIFIFIIIP:W/

Pork Steak 'b. 59
I
HAMS k
4I

Lb 79c

PORK CUTLETS
COUNTRY STYLE

Southern Belle
k Tender Smoked No
Centers
i Whole or Shank
Taken Out
I 44,10 47 ,ibmvg.
"—
.1 Half —
lb.

SALMON
Gal
Vinegar 590
CORN
Biscuits 3

Lb. 59c

LEGS

LEGS Whole
‘WINGS
BACKS and NECKS '
Lb.$9c
icrzzAnDS
)LIVER

can 794BAc

4

Lb. 49c1
Lb. 29c‘
Lb. 15c
Lb. IVA

k

AIPPAIVAIIIIIvAiirAnwArAirApoldIvAiwArArrAwAlirAII.WIIVIVAMPAIAIVAIVIIVAI

lb.
ENDS AND PIECES

SOUTHERN BELLE

5 - 303 Cans ___ $1.00

TOMATOES

3z;-. $1.00

COLLEGE INN

NOODLES With CHICKEN

4.

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

59c

21/2Lb. Box

BACON

Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c

RAG BOLOGONA

494

MORTON

$1.00

5For

MEAT PIES

(Limit-3)

Pride of Illinois
Cream StyleGolden

15o BACON

17 oz.
can

or Whole Kernel Gol.

KELLY'S VIENNA

AllBrands

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

Tall

STATE FAIR

Pure Distilled

Slab
whole or
1/2 Slab

$1.00

Fruit Pies
CREAM PIE ,11T:25c1 TOWELS'
bg
Bia.35
290
POTATOES
5k
Quart
PICKLES
SWEET
w.AFAII4011
.
.w
Air.sirAnrAirAwAir

65c
1242. Can
TREET
Ar4ww",A,„".ArAdwAyArAwAvArAirArAtrAndy,imagrAirAmormAirAlvAIIIIIIV
(Limit-4)

Morton

TUNA

4

Twin Pack _ _ _49c

CHIPSTO

(Lim
20ito-z
3.
)

BONDS

ARMOUR

‘
4

ib.Th
LibertypA

Morton

4 - 4-oz.Cans

8caonz.

69c
_ _ ___ 30c

BREAST
THIGHS ____ Lb. 59c

(Limit-2)

Angler
Pink

4 White Round Top 20-oz. Loaf
44 Sandwich
Loaf 24-oz. Loaf
4 Brown & Serve Rolls Pkg

FRESH

Lb. 49c g
SAUSAGE
18-oz. Jar $1.00
GRAPE JELLY 3-..evArAvAir,dir.ArAerAzr.dirAirA
_1 ..,diw
,
Ilrilr.Ar4WAIFIIIFAIPAIIIII.IIAWAIIFAWAIVAIII4
llir1VAIAIIINrAwAIIIIII
— CHICKEN PARTS — Lb. s9c
I
4I
Lipton
T48eactB.
Bags

Lk
MISS LIBERTY BREAD
4 Whole Round Too 3 15 1/2-oz. Loaves

Centers Mixed

&

Fresh Sliced

STRAWBERRY

12 oz.
Jar

Lb. 49c

BUFFALO FISH

Lara Lynn
Saltine

L&M Peanut

TENN. RIVER

39

14

Bounty
Garden Delight Frozen
2
Star Kist
- 35c
Paper
6 1/2 oz.
44 with coupon
29c 5 Chunk Style
k Hot Dog Buns 8 ct. Pkg.
Jumbo
31c‘(Limit-3)
i Hamburger Buns 8 ct.Pkg.
31c
Roll
§
IkagarszrAmdmemar.smor.ar.emaresramaramimieraw4marAwArArAvar.Ar.arAwAgswerAir.AKerArAnse:ArAndrAzgansar.AFAmeAdrAmigaraplAnimoRmArarAmarAwardrinr,ir,ArAndyArAnn"AirAit

can

4

PAY
EAR

PEACHES

Sacramento
Halves

TISSUE 4ro1l8390
OLEO 31b. $1
Softex

Blue Bonnett

-RMS

SUGAR

$l ORANGES
HOME GROWN

45.95

TABLE and 2 CHAIRS
Box __

SKILLETT DINNERS

79c

P. D. .

CHOCOLATE MIX

Jar

59

LANA LYNN

COOKIES

3 Boxes

$1.00

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

JOY

89c

32-oz. Bottle

29c

With this coupon and $7.50 additional
purchase. Excluding Dairy and Tobacco
products.

With This Coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase. Excluding Dairy and Tobacco
Coupon Worth 58c
products

Void After June 29, 1971

Vold After June 29 1971

AM.

GREEN BEANS

Doz.

CURES

Each lk

Lb 19c

RADISHES

Pkg. Ilk

BANANAS
SO —S&H

GREEN STAMPS — 50
STAMPS

With Purchase ofany Watermelon
Veld After June 29, 1971

594

Lb. 19c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Liquid

10 Lb. Bag

SQUASH
HOME GROWN

NEW HUNTS

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Godchaux

HLY

CHILDREN'S

3

no. 2 1/2
can

California
Valencia

lb.

100

Cecil's Liberty Coupes
Bounty Paper

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll ____ 29c

With This Coupon. No other purchase
necessary. This Coupon Worth 14c
yttd After Jun, 29, 1971

(Alrecorded In THE NEWS
i ue of April 1, 1911)
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(By Angela Mueller)

s. Rodney Miller became
adniistrator of Haws Memortat
rsing Home in 1967 'with
misgivings, but knowing I
so
wa needed." Today she apa
hes her work with
Pr
rt's fervor and enthusco
las
s not depressing," she
saltmphatically. This Is the
mo , rewarding thing of my
lifecThere is no place where
.peorie appreciate efforts on
their behalf more."
Nes. Miller's dedication Is
weIG known to the Kentucky
Home Association,
Nurreng
wh
nominated, at its conyen n last fall, her for a
po
on on the state Hospital
Coil. Gov. Nunn has appoitlied her to a three-year
terneon the council.
Mrs.
sairacteristically,
Miller regards the appointment
less a personal reward than
as * chance to work for the
imuftvement of nursing homes
in ibe state. "I've got lots of
drditins," she said. "Everywhet" I am now I want people
to *ow what we are trying to
dol.!
tat she is trying to do is
of
not only the best nursing
ho
care at Haws, but to imprW the quality of nursingrest-home care
and
boot
acs the state. Such plans
in*de an effort to educate
Pealle to the fact that "there
art=lifferent levels of care
necessary to
anE all are
peRge's physical and mental
netibt."
Wording to Mrs. Miller,
the-first task of such a public
education program is to make
clear that the terms "nursing
home" and "rest home" do
not apply to the same types of
institutions. She explained that
a nursing home cares for persons convalescing from acute
--s.

illnesses, and chronically ill also to raise the standards of
persons who need skilled med- nursing homes in the state.
ical care. A rest home, also "What I'd like to get done in
known as a personal care home, Frankfort is to have the (Kenis for persons who do not need tucky Nursing Home) Associmedical care, but who need anon
regulate individual
some custodial care because homes," she said. "Some of
cannot
live
by
themselves, those who are not members are
they
"But it's not enough Just to causing bad publicity for the
educate," Mrs. Miller added, rest of us."
"We need laws to make the
According to Kentucky law,
difference apparent."
nursing homes must be run by
Mrs. Miller explained that licensed administrators. But
no laws now exist which would the licenses are granted by
prevent rest homes from Sc- the Department of Health, and
cepting persons who need mod- the Nursing Home Association
teal care and should be patients has no authority over the grantin nursing homes. When abuses Mg of licenses.
are uncovered, they reflect on
'If someone's running a home
both nursing homes and rest that is substandard, about all
homes. She said that Ralph we can do is refuse to accept
Nader's investigators, whodis- their membership (in the Asclosed an unfavorable report sociation), or
revoke it if
on "nursing homes" in Chicago they're already a member,"
last summer were actually in- Mrs. Miller said.
vestigating rest homes.
"We could recommend that
In her position on the Hos- the state not grant licenses,
pital Council, Mrs. Miller hopes but we need the money to In

years,. but the applicant must
Ky. Thursday, June 24, 1971 Page 4
quality each time by attending Fulton,
nor.
140 hours of courses in
to recognize them as lag. home. She has font' 41001.-home administration. Mrs. 00 Is fail
are some ten; Meredith, 16; Allysell, 17;
husband accompanies individuals. There
places that treat people like Susan, It and, Peps, 161 sad
workand
seminars
the
to
!MI
secretary
and
raising
her
spect individual nursing homes,
ose sop, Scott, 9. 'The two
said.
libops which she attends town numbers," she
"Don't
misunderstand-- family of five children.
wasted
"In America we tend to oldest' girls have
When Mrs. Miller argues for her credits.
there are plenty of excellent
suipmers in Haws as aides,
proare
who
MFL 14alier is a member oi think of people
fascinated
is
nursing homes," Mrs. Miller high standards in nursing home
"Scott
with
and
to
needs
Everyone
(BMWs.
added. "But there are some care, she speaks as an admin- the American College of Nurs-. be needed and when they feel the new home,"according to his
bad ones too, and I'd hate like istrator who demands the same leg Homo Administrators, and
they are a burden to their Mother.
the Dickens for them to rub off high standards of herself. the Western Kentucky District
The Millers are building a
fes'nily, and their friends, and
on all of us."
.Your
personnel
attitude, of the Kentucky Nursing Home
society, it's no wonder they Min Haws Nursing Home next
reprealso
She
Association.
Mrs. Miller, the former Lois everything, is related to the
Want to turn their face to the to the Holiday Inn and hops to
Jean Haws, is the daughter of attitude of the person In charge sents the association on a techopen It in May. It will have 60
wall."
Mrs. Lois C. Haws, who found- of administration," she stated. nical advisory committee with
Mrs. Miller speaks warmly beds, compared to the present
ed the Haws Hospital as a
Mrs. Miller is proud that the State Health Department.
staff, saying "I love home's 36, and will have more
But degrees and committee of her
memorial to her husband, the Kentucky law requires high
barber shop,
'em, they're just great. Our services. A
reveal
as
not
appointments
do
late Dr. Morton W. Haws, in standards of nursing home adturnover is very low. Many of chapel, large dining room and
1939. The hospital became a ministrators. To receive a much about Mrs. Miller's dethe nurses and aides have been Physical therapy room will be
nursing home in 1958. Before license, an administrator must votion to her work as she herIncluded. The present nursing
years."
becoming administrator, Mrs. pass an examination given by self reveals in discussing her here for
shares hotrie will be closed once the
family
Mrs.
Miller's
Miller divided her time between the Health Department. The li- Patients at Haws.
with the nurs- new facility is completed.
"The worst thing you can her involvement
serving as her husband's legal cense is renewable every two

OVINCO. 0 SOL vo•••111. C011,
06.(x-

Heating and Cooling Comfort Makers
-SALES AND SERVICE-

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, JUNE 26
CUT- UP OR SPLIT

US.D.A. NISPECTED

NORTH AMERICAN
REFRIGERATION AND HEATING CO.
300 College, South Fulton 479-2551

Fryers

FISH

BOX - 0 - CHICKEN
(12 PCS. TOTAL)LB.'2

Fryer Parts

WHOLE FRYERS

CAP'N. JOHN'S

14 LOIN SLICED INTO

Pork Chops

LE1.69

FIRST CUT

654

Pork Chops

JULY FOURTH •

LB.

ROUND

Carved Beef
SLICED

et

1 LB.69t
PKG..

Allgood Bacon

NO LIMIT - - - NO PURCHASE

A &P VAC-PAK
1 LB.
PKG.

Boca
PLATTER SLICED

4-oz.

Ladies Culottes
and Pant Dresses
Values to $6.00

Bacon
WHOLE
Bests@ Betts
WHOLE
Fresh PICNICS.

SEA & SKI Suntan Lotion
$1.45
4-oz.

COPPERTONE Suntan
Lotion $1.40

LB.574
LB.59

L..49

SUPER-RIGHT
12 OZ.
PEG,

Flunks

4-oz.

11. T. LOTION

Ladies Shorts
Variety of Styles
and Colors
Sizes 8 to 18
Denims and Knits

$2.39 to $4.50

$2.05
HON
GROWN

LADIES DENIM

SLACKS
Special! $4.00 Values

Only $2.00

FROZEN

79( CABBAGE
49t
Bibb Lettuce
49
2F..89t
Gress Peppers2 29c
grieR
CUC ids raes

Salmon Steaks
HOT HOUSE
Tomatoes

LB

LB

KENTUCKY

LB

s s
c
A RaIZONA 38'pe

GREEN ONIONS OR

Boys Sport Shirts
Permanent Press
Plaids, Stripes
$1.99 Values: Sizes 6 - 18

Only $1.00

FOR

SWIM WEAR

294

Sizes 30 to 38
WHOLE OR CRACKED

Wheat Bread

$5.50

SWIM WEAR
$2.29 to $3.29

Walking Shorts
Denims, Plaids, Solids
Sizes 29 - 42

$1.99 to $2.99

00

ljLVES

Rye Brood
SULTANA

BOYS and MENS

LVES

DELUXE OR PUMPERNICICLE a$1

Others $8.00 to $12.00
Good Selection of Mans

3 $100

Peas

SWEET
YELLOW

WITH COUPON BROW

6
Time..:a 39C
17
•CA°
NZ
S

°°

3c OFF BATHROOM

Nankai

25c OFF DETERGENT

CORN

$1 19

5 LB.
40Z. BOX

Cheer

JANE PARKER'S FINEST
KRAFT'S FRENCH

WHITE BREAD

8 OZ.9

DreSSilig

Walking Shorts
$1.00 to $1.99

App""waece

ii

BEACIII-ATGOWELS
$2.00 & $3.00

A p Ap

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
DIAL

A &P
100%
Colombian
Coffee
1 LB.CAN

II

ATh4)6

BAR
= SOAP
WITFI THIS COUPON
Good Only At A&P Food %am
R
p
Cove.. prk.
Good wm..
c
w:
o 26
Limn I Coupon Puy Couto...or

CHOC. OR VANILLA

A p Ap VisiliYisitilefillYelifilisit A p

CARNATION o oz.
CAN
SLENDER
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only Al ASP Food Storm
Coupon Good Thru Sm. how 26
Rue. Prk. Without C.pon
Limit I Coupon Per CUAtolVief

CARNATION

NoN.DAmv COFFEE MAT •ii-•

CREAMER '11A
-R-. 37G
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only At ASP Food Storm
Coupon Good Tun Sal., Juno 26
Rug. MOO With.. Cemepon
Limit I Coupon Pm Custom*,

WE
age or
the best
ther,
'and pri
aim is t
torativ(
total diour cari

4
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You Are Cordially Invited To Attend
164

P

OUSE

SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1971
Of The Beautiful New

HAWS MEMORIAL
HOLIDAY LANE

An Extended Care Facility
licensed and approved
by the
Kentucky State Board of Health
U. S. Social Security Administration (Medicare)
U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (Medicaid)

FULTON, KY.

HAWS MEMORIAL
8
OUR PHILOSOPHY
We believe that all persons, regardless of
age or disability, race or creed, are entitled to
the best nursing care that can be provided. Further, we believe that each individual's dignity
'and privacy must be protected. Our constant
aim is to provide physical, mental, social, restorative and spiritual care in order to meet the
total daily needs of the persons entrusted to
our care.

HOLIDAY INN
•

C).
0
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID
Haws Memorial is an Extended Care Facility certified by the Social Security Administration as a participant in the Medicare program and approved by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to serve Medicaid recipients. For such care, we are governed
by the laws and specifications set by Federal
and State agencies. We must at all times re-,
main in compliance with these standards.

To Union City
To downtown Fulton and South Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

Some Things To Know About Haws Memorial
An Extended Care Facility
HAWS MEMORIAL
Board of Directors
and Officers:

Mr. Rodney A. Miller,
President
Mrs. Lois C. Haws,
Secretary-Treasurer
Mrs. Lois H. Miller,
Vice-President

This conference procedure is beneficial to
both the family and the facility while the patient is adjusting to a new mode of living at
Haws Memorial. Conferences between the family and the Haws Memorial staff can effectively serve a useful purpose throughout a patient's
stay. Please feel free to request a conference
any time you would like, to discuss your loved
one's care or progress. By doing so you will
help us help you.
ADMISSIONS

Administrator:

Mrs. Lois H. Miller

Dietary Consultant:

Mrs. Nancy Fossett

Business Manager:

Mrs. Marietta Hardy

Housekeeper:

Mrs. Loa Veneklasen

Giounds and
Maintenance:

Mr. Ruben Pirtle

Mrs. Barbara Ann
Templeton
We at Haws Memorial are most appreciative of the opportunity to serve you. It is our
primary purpose to provide the best possible
care for every resident entrusted to us. With
your cooperation we can accomplish our goat.
Activities Director:

Please understand that many of our regulations are standards and rules set by the Kentucky State Board of Health and by the U. S.
federal government. We are grateful for their
guidance. Our Board of Directors and staff
have established the following regulations and
have suggested a pattern of Activities of Daily
Living for residents of Haws Memorial.
It is necessary that a responsible member
(or members) of the family of a prospective
resident arrange a conference with our administrative office prior to the new resident's admission. This meeting not only provides the
necessary, vital information, but also it allows
us to become acquainted with the family. This
enables us to provide a more effective care program and to make the most accurate and meaningful placement of the patient in the facility
upon his or her arrival.

A patient must be admitted under the supervision of a local physician of his choice. This
physician will provide continued supervision
of care while the patient is a resident of Haws
Memorial.
Admissions will be accepted after a preadmission conference with the family of the
patient. Haws Memorial will admit a patient at
the convenience of the patient, the family and
.the physician. We will make a recommendation concerning the most appropriate time —
from the facility's care schedule standpoint —
for admitting a new patient.
RATES,PAYMENTS AND DEPOSITS
Rates include routine nursing care, room,
meals and laundry. Additional charges at reasonable cost may be applied, where needed, for
care in excess of routine nursing. Drugs or
medications, treatments and personal pur-

An admission deposit of $150.00 is required in cases other than Medicaid. The deposit is
shown on our records and will appear as a credit in the final billing. Any unused portion of
this deposit will be refunded promptly following a dismissal. The admission deposit for
Medicare patients is refunded as soon as the
facility receives total payment from Medicare.
VISITING HOURS
Daily visiting hours are: 9:30-11:30 a. m.
and 2:30-5:30 p. m. We ask that these visiting
hours be respected by family and friends. However, exceptions to this rule may be made. In
that event special permission for visiting privileges will be issued by the administrative office or the supervising nurse on duty. During
visiting hours we must maintain the right to
request that visitors vacate an area temporarily
if nursing treatment is necessary for a patient.
Children are welcome when accompanied and
supervised by an adult. Please do not allow
children to be loud or disturbing to other people.
MEALS
We must ask that families not bring foou
into the facility, under any circumstances,
without first obtaining permission from the ad-

AN INTERIOR VIEW of one of the 29 semi-private reems.
These rooms have connecting baths, and the cubicle curtains
may be drawn around each bed to insure privacy. (The private
rooms have private baths.)

ministrative office or the supervising nurse on
duty. All food for our patients is Prepared under the supervision of a dietary consultant. All
diets and menus are written by the consultant
in accordance with orders by each patient's
physician. Three main meals and an evening
snack are served to patients. A program of
good nutrition is an important part of maintaining the patient's good health and of aiding
recuperation from illness. The Haws Memorial
dietary schedule provides complete nutrition.

ned
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ACTIVITIES

RE

A scheduled program of activities is plancontinued on pose 7

gro
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BE
CLAW FOOPS SUCH

AS CARRoTs
APPLES,PEARS, MELOKIS AKIO
FERRIES ARE ExTRA GOOD FOR
TEENAGERS BECAUSE THEY HAVE
HIGH NUIRITiOuAL VALUE AUG,
HELP TO cLEAM THE TEETH.

STANLEY JONES

ATTEND OUR
OPENING

Offers; Congratulations
and best wishes to

inn

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller

Haws Memorial

on completion of their

Visit Haws Memorial next Sunday during Open
House... and first come out an d enjoy a good
dinner with us!

Extended Care Facility

WKLUSIMIVAMWAtit4sttti

The New

HAWS MEMORIAL

HOLIDAY INN OF FULTON

Fulion, Hy.

Plumbing- Heating - Air Conditioning Fire Protection

Junction US 51 and Purchase Parkway

z
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Th,
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SP]

stsu
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A

Mechanical Contractors

Located On Holiday Lane,

••••

TWO
front
visitai

roc
of t

The Holiday Inn of Fulton offers its
congratulations and best wishes to its
new neighbor,

Holiday Lane

Fult

chases — plus daily room charges — will be
itemized and billed to the responsible person
at the end of each month.

Weekday Buffet: II am - 2 pm; 5 pm-9 pm

-
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available for temporary use.
WHAT TO BRING
1. Minimum amount of personal toilet
articles.
2. Slippers and robe.
3. Clothing suitable for house wear
enough for three changes.

ito roams.
I. curtains
'he private

irse on
•ed unLnt. AB
sultant
atient's
veiling
ram of
mainaiding
morial

All clothing must be marked with the patient's name by our staff employee. Although
we do not accept responsibility for lost articles
of any kind, we will do our best to prevent this
situation. If additional articles of clothing are
brought please have them checked in by the
charge nurse on duty in order that they may be
properly marked. Do not bring out-of-season
clothing. Extra storage space for these items is
not available.
TWO ATTRACTIVE LOUNGES are located at either end of the
front wings. Comfortably furnished, they will encourage patient
visitation and television viewing.
continued from page 6

ned by the Director of Social Activities. She
also plans an objective personal rehabilitation
program for each individual resident. Many
student and church groups and organizations
contribute their efforts regularly to-the Haws
Memorial activities program. We always welcome suggestions or new ideas for activities. If
you have any suggestions, please pass them
along to us.

1111111=1111

If hospital gowns are required, these may
be furnished by the patient or responsible
party, or they may be rented at a nominal cost
from Haws Memorial.
VALUABLES

HAWS
MEMORIAL

Haws Memorial cannot be responsible for
the loss of any patient's money or valuables.
Do not leave any article that is not absolutely
necessary. Personal spending money for patients should be left in the business office.
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS
The business office is open from 8:30 a. m.
to 4:30 p. m. Monday through Friday. Emergencies can be processed at other times by the
charge nurse on duty.
DRUGS OR MEDICATIONS

RELIGIOUS SERVICES
s plan-

Our Congratulations
and Best Wishes to the
Twin Cities' Beautiful New
Extended Care Facility

Regular religious services and church
group activities are provided on a regular basis
by local churches and related organizations.

All medications are ordered by Haws
Memorial in the name of the patient, upon the
doctor's written order and are delivered to
Haws Memorial by an authorized person. This
is a strictly enforced regulation of the Kentucky State Board of Health. No medications
may be brought to any patient in the facility
by any unauthorized person.

SMOKING
No smoking is permitted in patients'
rooms. Patients and visitors may smoke in any
of the lounge areas.
BEAUTICIAN AND BARBER
Our staff beautician is available on a regular basis to serve our ladies' beauty shop needs.
The charge for this service- is comparable to
downtown shop prices. A barber is also available on the above basis to serve our gentlemen.

and to Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller

CITY NATIONAL BANK

GRATUITIES (Tips)

MEMBER
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Staff members are not permitted to accept
tips.
ROOM CHANGES
For medical reasons or due to individual
characteristics, it is sometimes necessary to
make a change in a patient's room assignment
without notification to families. We will do
everything possible to make all patients as
comfortable and happy as possible. Private

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Any individual needing continued or constant use of wheel chair, walker or other special equipment should have these items purchased or rented for his or her exclusive use.
A limited number of chairs and walkers are

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

-

A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

BANKAMERICARD

continued on page 8

Congratuittliens•i?
To The Staff and Management of
The Beautiful New

HAWS MEMORIAL
READY -MIX CONCRETE
was provided by

Driveways, Blacktopping, Site Preparation
By

40

KEN-TENN CONSTRUCTION CO.
Jones Coal & Concrete Company
East State Line

479-2624

"Our Fiftieth Year Doing Business
In This Area: 1921 -1971"

MIDDLE ROAD

FULTON, KY.

Be sure to notice the "COSMICOAT" Asphalt Sealer on the drive. It doubles the
life of Asphalt. If you have asphalt, lei us apply "COSMICOAT" on your drive
to seal lite surface, double the life. Free Estimates. Call Guy Hales at our office..

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 24, 1971
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bookkeeper's records at the time a patient is
discharged) and will be mailed to the responsible person. Any patient dismissed after 12:00
noon will be charged for a full day.
SAFETY AND COMFORT
Haws Memorial is constructed, equipped,
and maintained to insure the safety of our patients, and provides a functional, sanitary and
comfortable environment.
An automatic sprinkler system is installed
throughout. Our staff has been thoroughly
trained in emergency procedures and regular
safety checks are made to insure proper functioning of all equipment. As an added precaution, our fire alarm system is directly connected to the local fire department.

THE DINING ROOM AT HAWS MEMORIAL is set up with
mealtime.
small teble groups to encourage social visiting during

Corridors are equipped with firmly secured handrails on each side. Separate air-conditioning and heating units are installed in each
room to provide a comfortable year round temperature for individual preference.
GOALS
Our constant endeavor is to efficiently and
compassionately serve the needs of each Haws
Memorial resident. We hope the information in
this booklet will be helpful to you.

Our Congratulations To The New

HAWS MEMORIAL
a beautiful new extended care facility that is a credit
to a growing community!
BE SURE TO VISIT Haw s Memorial During "Open
House" Sunday
Visit OUR MODERN BANK for all your banking needs!

FULTON BANK

We welcome you inquiries and comments,
appreciate your good will and are grateful for
your help and cooperation since through these
means we can be partners with you in giving
fine care and service to your loved one.

The Big Friendly Bank
Collins Street

Vulton, Kentucky

The Staff of Haws Memorial
MEDICAL
Governor Nunn dedicated a
$1 million health occupations
center in Madisonville and said
the
ONE OF THE SPECIAL bathroom fixtures installed for the it would help remedy
greatest shortage of personnel
physically disabled. Lavatories in all bathrooms are also spec- — that of allied health profesially equipped to encourage self-help.
sionals—in the medical field
today. The center offers training for medical assistants, li_continued from page '7
censed practical nurses, X-ray
technologists, lab technicians
rooms are available upon request and may be
and related fields.

furnished with some of the patient's own furniture if desired.
DISMISSALS

If a dismissal is contemplated, please notify the business office in advance. The facility
must have medical permission to discharge a
patient. Final billing is always subject to late
charges (i. e. those charges which are not in the
WATER
The State Health Department
asked the Environmental Protection Agency to chttck drinking water stipplies irl 36 Kentucky communities. Three engineers from the federal agency
will check public, semi-public
and rural water systems, including those in Lexington and
Louisville.
BEWARE SUN GLARE .
When driving directly towards the sun, the Louisville
Automobile Club advise s,
motorists should adjust their
speed to the limited visibility.
At intersections with traffic
lights, extra care is needed because the sun may make signals difficult to see. Sun visors
should be properly adjusted

Drivers and Thunderstorms
The safest spot for drivers
caught in a summer thunderstorm, says the Louisville
Automobile Club, is inside the
car - which should be parked
in the open away from overhead wires. If a wind-blown
wire should strike your car,
avoid touching any metal parts
inside the vehicle

The beautiful new Haws Memorial
is all the more beautiful
because it was painted with
SHERWIN - WILLIAMS PAINTS
from the

SIIE1117IN WILLIAMS COMPANY
114 Lake Street

Fulton 472-2864

HAWS MEMORIAL

WIRING
And

ELECTRICAL WORK
At The Beautiful New

HAWS MEMORIAL

HOLIDAY LANE, FULTON, KY.

BUILT and FURNISHED
By

By

AMERICAN MEDICAL.FACILITIES CORP.

CURTIS
International Trades Bldg.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

FULTON, KY.

472-1432

• 400 Brook Lane

Hazelwood, Mo.
314-731-0955

111111111

te
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Fulton, Ky.

Anniversary Priced

CELEBRATION

Come in ... see our many Magnavox Anniversary
values that are now specially priced—including
Stereo Custom Component Systems, Stereo
Consoles and Portables, Radios, Tape Recorders,
and magnificent COLOR TV!
Monochrome TV

Portable Stereo Phonograph—model
2517 offers the full enjoyment of your favorite
recordings. It has two detachable or swingout speakers plusa precision Automatic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime.

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY

s84"

12" diagonal measure Portable TV—
model 109 will bring you photo-sharp 72 sq.
in. pictures—even from distant or difficult
stations. It has telescoping antenna and retractable carrying handle for true portability.

Compact Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phonographs—only 36" wide, are perfect for smaller rooms or

Your Choice

apartments. Each will bring you wonderful listening with
10-Watts EIA music power, four speakers that project
sound from cabinet sides and front, plus a precision Automatic Player. Mediterranean-styling—model 3323, Contemporary—model 3320; Early American—model 3322.

Anniversary Priced
"
NOW ONLY $39

NOW ONLY

A.16.A
,

411011•01,

Modestly-priced Cassette Recorder—
model 9030 operates on batteries or on AC
with adaptor (both included). Also with
nrOacrt3tIfitAe, l'altihilMrateks6tY case and
blank cassette. An exceptional value!

4W411.0..tro 11111.0....111"411111.
,

11" diagonal measure COLOR PORTABLE!
Slim and trim model 6104 will bring you vivid 69 sq. in.
pictures with such extra quality Magnavox features as
Automatic Color Purifier and the exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with Keyed AGC for superior reception and
lasting reliability. Perfect on tables, shelves or bookcases.

TOTAL
AUTOMATIC
COLOR SYSTEM
TAC keeps flesh tones natural—pictures sharp
—automaticall;! No jumping up to adjust controls—no green c. purple faces! Switch channels . . . let the scene change —TAC always
remembers to give you perfectly-tuned pictures with the right colors every time!

Simulated TV Picture

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV
with AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
Switch channels as often as you wish—these outstanding Magnavox values will also give you a
perfectly-tuned Ultra-Bright 23" diagonal measure
picture—instantly and automatically. They also include Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone
for added picture depth and richer colors. Early
American—model 7104; Contemporary—model
7102. See these outstanding values today!

Your Choice
Anniversary Priced

NOW

ONLY $449

D. ENJOY TODAY'S BIGGEST
PICTURE... plus revolutionary TAC I
Model 7120 has a huge 315 sq. in.
Ultra-Rectangular, Ultra -Bright screen
for more viewing area with clearer pictures and less glare . . . plus the most
fabulous life-like realism you've ever
seen I It also has Chromatone, Quick-On,
and every Magnavox advanced feature.

WADE TELEVISION

Page 9
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THUR., FRI.. SAT..
JUNE 24-25-26
waist Meese ROMS.VISINI

MIMI CIANF
EI, CONDOR

All

Ci
PLUS --

wooer IMMO'1117ELLZ
JINX • Mai• AJORICIC
7WALItfrialLINIE

YIN ismo sumo ime
un., Mon., Tues., Wed
June 27-28-29-30
ADULTS ONLY
.h,cier

18

Not Aamiftedi

--PLUS
THERE'S IllibiBTOPPIIIIG

1THE YOUNG
RUNAWAYS"
FUL TON
472-1651
F ULTON ,KY.
Now thru Saturday
2- BIG HITS!

. J 0 A RSo
A Om,

orn Pr othiclw

H1

-Wamerbrot
rnevormatv

E

ea:21)

— ALSO —
JERRY LEWIS

‘AIHICH WAY'
'TO THE FRONT?

Brie Sihow se. 11:15 P.M.,
All

Seats $1.50

(X) For Adults Only
No One Under 18 Yrs.
ou MUST Have I. D. Card
,

‘
11011

(11V

•
914'J2)/
The Adoli Vernon
01 A11410 Saxon:lows Best loved Tale
THE RIBALD TALES OF

ROBIN HOOD
HI,10,11 Mr.

•

5.5(11

64:3Loia
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URA Main
Are Okayed
Two majors leading to bachelor
el science degrees in law enforcement and in health services
management have been approved for the University of
Tennessee at Martin by the
Tennessee Higher Education
Commission, Dr. Norman
Campbell, vice chancellor for
academic affairs, has announced.
An integral part of the
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology in the School of
Liberal Arts, the bachelor's
degree program in law enforcement will include during the
junior and senior years basic law
enforcement content courses, a
series of practicums of a
technical nature and additional
courses selected from the arts
curricula
The program is designed to
meet the increasing demand for
law enforcement education in
Northwest Tennessee, according
to Dr. Stanley Williams, chairman of the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology.
Students completing . the
program in health services
management will be awarded the
bachelor's degree in business
administration
Dr William H Baker, dean of
Business
of
School
the
Administration has described the
objectives of the new degree
program;
1 To prepare students for
middle management positions in
large hospitals and other health
care institutions
2. To train students to serve in
the area of administration and
management of small hospitals,
nursing homes and other health
care institutions.
3. To provide the students with
a solid foundation for graduate
work in hospital administration
Also approved were three
majors in the master's program
in education already in operation.
Included are Curriculum and
Instruction, Educational
Psychology and Guidance, and
Educational Administration and
Supervision. These majors are
similar to those offered by the IIT Knoxville College of Education,
Dr. Karl Keefer, dean of the
School of Education, said.
Given THEC approval two
years ago, the master's degree in
home economics was placed on
the list of programs to be funded
this fiscal year. The program will
be fully implemented in the fall
quarter 1971. Some courses will
be offered during the summer
seenkon, Miss Mary It. Armstrong, dean of the School of
Home Economics, has announced.
To be included in the master's
program in home economics
when fully implemented are
three areas of concentration
including Child Development and
Family Relationships; Home
Management, Equipment and
Family Economics; and Food
Science and Nutrition. The latter
will be initiated at a later r! ite.

Tony's Boys
Traveling

J. U. Kevil Foundation
Receives U.S. Grant

"LAND OF THE FREE"
Siam changed its name to
MADRID — Spanish furniture Thailand--" Land of the free"—
exports lest year amounted to in 1939, back to Siam in 1945,
$18.7 milLon, compared with and to Thailand again in 1949,
National Geographic says.
$14.7 million in 1969:

.Spara Slaps Furnitur.

NEW YORK
The Pastor Brothers, a newly formed
vocal trio consisting of the three
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
A be used only for construction
federal vocational rehabilitation purposes. None of the costs will sons of the late bandleader,
grant to the J.U. Kevil Founda- be drawn from the present men- Tony Pastor, has started a national tour of club dates.
tion in the amount of $262,74f, tal health tax structure.
was announced today.
,l'orumy Signs
The grant will be used toward Tourism Up 18 Pct.
68
Pacts
AUCKLAND
—
New Zealand
the construction and equipping
OSLO — Norway became a
of a vocational rehabilitation tourism has another record year
In 1970. Overseas visitors in- party to 68 international agreeworkshop, to be located adjacreased by 18.3 per cent to 241,- ments last year, slightly more
cent to the J.U. Kevil Center in
than in recent Years.
South Mayfield. The grant was
made through the state department of rehabilitation.
The estimated cost of the
KITCHEN CABINETS-BATH VANITIES
workshop is $328,437. The cost
c abinets made In shop and installed in your home
to the foundation of $65,688,
which will be drawn from the :i COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICE :
remaining funds of the Kevil
Including Wiring and Plumbing
Foundation, unless a portion is
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
made up from a Kentucky DeESTIMATES GWEN
partment of Mental Health
308 BROADWAY-Across from Martin carpet Center
grant.
:.
NITE PH. 587.6U77 .
The Kevil Foundation stipula- .i DAY PH. 587.4157
A
ted that remaining funds could

........1.......i.a==...i.........agi,.:.:
FORSYTHE CABINET SHOP :.

U. S. ELECTRICITY
The United States uses more
than 1.443 trillion kilowatt
hours of electricity annually-more than one third of the
world's total consumption.

Buyers Of Fescue

SI
Priv

Top Prices Paid

TN
foil
479-

FARMER 'S SEED &GRAIN COMPANY
(Formerly Moore Seed & Grain Co.)

Route 4

Clinton, Kentucky
Phone 653 4448
\ * •

Ns.'N

Loves it, And So
Will You!
Technicolor!
-- See —
"LOLA"
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SWEDISH TANNING SECRET SWEDISH TANNING SECRET SWEDISH TANNING SECRET

Solarcalne
••

88'

bz:31:4
1.39 value
Medicated lotion to
stop pains of sunburn or minor skin
irritations.
Aids
healin

Butter Spray

Butter

Lotion or Oil

LOTION

1 44

/
2 oz. Size
C 11

77

1.35 Value 2 or. Bottle

1.00 value

2.00

TAIPEI — Art treasures on
view in the National Palace Museum here have been doubled
since the recent completion of
two more wings. The $532,750
construction added eight exhibition rooms. The museum collection spans 38 centuries (1766
B.C. to A.D. 1911) and includes
more than 240,000 objects.

Murine
Clear Eyes

SOLARCAINE
Aersol Spray

111

1 44

0.6 or. Bottle
Removes redness
soothing.

A whole
new "FEEL"
in the way
your car
handles!

4 oz. Size

FOSTER GRANT

MEDI-OUIK

SUNGLASSES

FIRST-AID SPRAY
5 or. Size

3.00 VALUE Now 266

99C

2.09 Value

3.49 VALUE Now 323

Contains pain-killing Benzocaine, used by doctors.
Antiseptic. Aids healing.
Helps
prevent
infection.

Compare at 2.00

First-Aid spray for those painful scratches, bites and burns
that could be painless with
use of Medi-Quik.

A complete selection of sun glasses
all at Super Save Prices.

Coppettone
Tanning Bullet

TANYA
SUN TAN
SPRAY

HeiWellteift

1.inninG

BELTED RADIAL
Proven on Europe's mountain roads,
the best handling tires you can
own, especially at high speed. Ra
dial plies are tough Polyester,
topped by 4 soft-riding rayon cord
belts. No tread distortion, great
bad weather tire!

BUTTer

SCATES

TIRE SERVICE, INC.
NEM& Rd. Sc Elbow 51
4724531
Fulton

Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best

c

C
oat
TONI SUN-IN

ltD

A
Nee
Ser
leis
tim
or
No
Co.
815
4:3

1

COURT
The Court of Appeals has
appointed Circuit Judge W. M.
Gardner, West Liberty, as a
commissioner of the high court
to replace Watson Clay, who
retires Sept. 17. The court also
named Deputy Atty. Gen.
Howard Trent as administrator
of the courts of Kentucky,
to
replace Astor Hogg, who will
retire Nov. 30.

2 bead-to-bead plies, 4 belts!

CT!

value

Teens dig it. Make
sure
you get the
orginal, the leader!

With Coconut Oil and
Butter. No
Cocoa
added.
sunscreen

Get the secret to a
fabulous tan.

an

7 or. Can

Taipei Museum
Doubles Exhibits

HERCULES

SI
EA
you
Wo
spa
wri
1020
Pbt

SF

Sun. - Mon. - Tuesday
"LOLA" (GP)

Gin
(ref
trac
223
bort

Suntan Lotion

144

COPPERTONE SUNTAN

Oil or Lotion

ek

COPPER TONE'S

COPPER TONE

TANYA HAWAIIAN

Quick Tanning

Tanning Butter

Tanning Butter

LOTION
7 or.
2.00 Value

144

4 oz. Size
1.79 Value

12

2 oz. Tube
1.59 Value

66

c

5,8 or. Size
898 Value

11E-MBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE.

UNION CITY, TENN.

STORE HOURS: MON. thru SAT. 9 AM TO 9 PM

77c

TANYA HAWAIIAN

88

Oil or Lotion
or. Size

2 or. Jar

2

1.00 Value

1.35 Value

RICITY

more
ion kilowatt
ty annually-bird of the
Imption.

S

USeS

• •
CLASSIFIED ADS Diversity
Helps
So MUCIL . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C p* word
to reach
8,500 Homes I
SLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
Private bath. Call 472-2038.
FOR SkEET—
Horley. 311
Holmes Street, South Fulton
479-1733.
Earn $7,200 annually growing
Ginseng Root for us! Send $2.00
(refundable) for seeds, contract, instructions. GC Herbs;
223 Pleasant St., Middleborough, Mass. 02346
SUMMERTIME AND THE
EARNING IS EASY . . . when
you're an Avon Representative.
Work in yOUT spare time, earn
spare money. Phone now or
write: Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone 898-2708.
SPINET - CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible party to
take over spinet piano, Can he
seen locally. Easy terms. Write
credit Mgr. P. 0. Box 7202
Lexington, Kentucky.
BUSINESS -6
-113-FoRTUNITY
We are looking for a particular person, man, woman or
couple who want a dignified
profitable business. No gimmicks - No Vending. We market a quality product through
fine shops and stores which is
not only a necessity but in
great demand. We are a proven
company with many successful distributors. Must have a
good reputation — be able to
invest $2,000 to $15,000 for inventory. We provide complete
training and have a guaranteed
buy back 'agreement and investment return. This is a complete set up operating (turn
key) business. Each area is exclusive and protected. For information, write Mr. Phil Phillips, 461 W. 49th Street, New
York, N. Y. 10019,
WE MAKE DRAPES FREE:
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.

ECRET

V
an

'slue

Aake
the
der!

RENT Wheelchairs. crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fulton, Ky
Vt.
- ItTE—P—yOu7srnalt
LET 1.1S
animals while you vacation.
Pamper Poodle Parlor.
479-2229.
AMBITIOUS PERSON—
Needed due to expansion.
Serve consumers with Rawleigh Products full or spare
time. Can earn $125 per week
or more. Write giving phone
No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Co., Freeport, Illinois or call
815-232-4.161 between 8 and
4:30.

WANTED!
tan With

Square Tires

1 TIRES TRUEDI

I

Wheals Balanced(

Party, Says Ford
Wen- "The eyes of the nation will
SIKESTON, Mo.
dell F o r d, the Democratic be on us as an indicator of our
gubernatorial nominee in Ken- party's health for 1972," he said.
tucky, said Friday that his
"We are up to the challenge and
party's strength has be en,
and Is, "the diversity of the we accept it confidently."
adherents to its principles."
The lieutenant governor in his
speech to the Missouri Young
Democrats state convention said
the Democratic party remains
strong because of its concern
for human rights, prosperity
and dignity.
Ford said his party is backed
by people and groups whose mutual concern is the greatest good
for all the people, but whose
ideas about how to best achieve
the greatest good are often in
conflict."
He warned that the Democrats suffer setbacks when
party goals become secondary to conflict, adding that
the party must be unified to
make the conquests.
"If we allow our diversity to
become our weakness," he said,
"no one profits but the powerful
selfish interests who can seize
power only when we are divided."
Referring to his opponent In
the fall election, Ford contended
that Tom Emberton was the
hand-picked GOP nominee of
special interests.
Ford predicted that he would
win in November and "begin the
Dump Nixon movement for 1972.
Mr. Nixon is fully aware of thls
and we anticipate being the center of his attention."
The lieutenant governor said
Kentucky is the only state this
year where Democrats will regain control of the statehouse.

at 2.00
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City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
f. Panes - It. 4714741
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New Tax Law
Is Outlined
County Court Clerk James
Kendall said today he believes
the new business tax act passed
by the legislature will not be as
complicated as some predict
"once we get through the transition period."
Mr. Kendall has just launched
a crash mail campaign to let
Obion County retail merchants
and contractors know that the
new law became effective June 1
and the basic fees are due and
payable now
"Businesses must pay these
fees now to have a current
privilege license," he said......
Under the act, retailers pay a
single county privilege tax of $15,
plus $2.50 clerk's issuance fee. At
the end of annual reporting
periods, they must pay a gross
receipts tax ranging from onefifth to one-fifteenth of one per
cent.
General contractors are
required to pay $102.50 and road
contractors $402.50 now and a
gross receipts tax later not to
exceed a net total of $1,000.
Mr. Kendall said the proper
forms will be mailed out later for
reporting of the gross receipts
tax The reporting dates are Nov.
I, Dec. 31 and the last day of
February, depending on the type
of business involved.
He said that any business
which has already paid privilege
taxes prior to June 1 will be given
credit on a pro-rata basis for the
amount otsuch license extending
beyond June 1.
According to Mr. Kendall the
county privilege tax will be
collected for the period ending
June 1 and the advalorem tax
paid by merchants that is normally paid up until Jan. 1 is now
payable up to June I. Advalorem
tax is paid in the office of the
county trustee.

KUALA LUMPUR—Last year
224,281 tons of standard Malaysian rubber were exported,
ovbr 60 per cent more than the
139,715 tons in 1989.

LATEX PAINT
430 GALLON
(Clean up your brush with wafer!)

Fulton Paint Lk Glass Co.
Fulton

472-3201
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ead & Shoulders 100

50
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STAMP51Pr'
a
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OZ SPRAY COMPARE AT 2.19
FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
EVERYDAY
with purchase of
SUPER D
4 oz Solarcaine Spray
PRICE

FREE
COMPARE AT 93'
QUALITY
STAMPS
15 DAYTIME
with purchase of
EVERYDAY
15 Daytime Pampers
SUPER D PRICE°

61
/
2 OZ LOTION
FREE
COMPARE AT 1.65 23
QUALITY STAMPS
EVERYDAY $
with purchase of
SUPER D
61
/
2 oz Head & Shoulders
PRICE

FREE
STAMPS
k QUALITY
with purchase of
*

9 OZ SPRAY
COMPARE AT 81.790
EVERYDAY
SUPIELD PRICE

rgrmi
l.M.

SOLARCAINE
4

50

1DIAL DRY

-

QUALITY

f"
ram"

PAMPERS

Outside Snow -While

Main St.
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Save twice this week at Super D.
Yoo
fillea
Pteset
at/P/i
soo,4;
oeikyoot
0„
Once with Super D's everyday low prices on
°Per
Coefu
Health and Beauty Aids, Photofinishing,
19ii
ugh j
Baby Needs and most of all Prescriptions And this
"ec0 2.9'D°0
week you can save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid:Per
America's favorite, when you purchase the items featured below.
We reserve the right to limit quantities. AD GOOD THRU JUNE 29, 1971

One Special Lot
BURK - HALL

301

The data showed the total vote
in the Democratic primary was
448,667 and the aggregate tally
in the Republican primary was
100,945.
In the Democratic race, Ford
amassed 237,815 votes to 195,678
for Combs. Five others collected
the remainder.

AT SUPER D THIS WEEK

ASIAN

/SC

Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford defeated
former Gov. Bert T. Combs by
42,137 votes in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary.
The figures are from final official returns released Wednesday after being compiled by the
state Board of Elections.

STAMP-EDE

PAINT SALE!

otion

SAN ANTONIO, Tex.
A supermarket thief's loot was
green but It wasn't money.
A man, 23, was arrested on a
complaint bf theft under $5 In
what store spokesmen said was
a shoplifting case.
The alleged loot: a 20 cent avocado.

Thursday, June 24, 1971

For Democratic lieutenant was a walkover for Tom Emgovernor, Julian Carroll of Pa- berton, who got 84,863. Three
ducah. runningmate of Combs, others collected the remaining
won with 152,336 votes. Atty. 16,000 votes.
For GOP lieutenant governor,
Gen. John Breckinridge, running
without any gubernatorial can- James Host received 56,468 and.
the nearest of his two foes le4.4
didate, received 130,673.
.
Far behind was Henry Beach than 10,000.
of Louisville with 43,673. Beach'
France has banned the use tit
is a state senator who also ran
DDT on fruit trees, potatoes
independently.
The GOP race for governor aid vines.

THERE'S A QUALITY

WHEELS ALIGNED/ More Rubber
Exported

Size

Fulton, Ky.

Ford's Victory Margin
In Primary Was 42,137

Thief's Loot
Is An Avocado

9 oz Dial Dry

61-.7
1
Ia

FEMIRM

60 TABLETS
COMPARE AT
1.89
'$
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

4!

FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
60 Tablet Femiron

5

A,QUALITY STAMPS
M. with purchase of
3 oz Close-Up

100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
WITH ANY REVLON COSMETIC
PURCHASE
PUFF'S
200 COUNT
,EVERYDAY''
SUPER D
PRICE

37

I

11111

50
FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
200 Puff's Tissues

3
a

PREPARAIIONH

IOW. Preontetlei
MO Mil
twOmpialrt
Nibs ore
/*Mt...10.7
Om
Mee.M..

NET WT I OZ

100

COMPARE
AT L35

$

1 OZ OINTMENT
EVERY PAY

50
FREE
3 OZ
COMPARE AT 69'
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICc

Ia 5

18

PER D PRI E

FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
1 oz Preparation H

TECHMATIC

100

SEDGE
GILLETTE
FREE
ADJUSTABLE
t QUALITY STAMPS
RAZOR BAND
with purchase of
COMPARE AT '1.00
5 edge Techmatic
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE
B410.0...mg

RAID

FLYING INSECT
KILLER

12 OZ

9

(P QUALITY STAMPS

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

2.48 VALUE

with purchase of
12 oz Raid Flying
Insect Killer

100

Q - TIPS
420 COUNT

100
FREE

FREE
QUALITY STAMPS

t

with purchase of
420 count Q-Tips

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - SAM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHI TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

Thursday, June 24, 1971

Fulton, Ky.

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

RIB STEAK
99

CLUB STEAK

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

REELFOOT

U.S. CHOICE BLADE CUT

FRESH PORK

FRANKS

12-oz. Pkg.

LAKE BRAND

(Whol• or Half Stick)

55c

NECK BONES

Lb. 19c

LB.

.

54

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

TIP STEAKS

_Lk 61,L9

U. S. CHOICE

6 to 8#
AVERAGE

ARM ROAST __.

LB.

394

Plus
Quality
stamps

Lb. 49c

ROAST

LB.

94

SLICED BACON

2 694

PLUS
PLUS
QUALITY
QUALITY
LBS.
STAMPSSTAMPS
COUNTRY STYLE

cups

Lb. 75c

RIBS

WHOLE KERNEL

CORN

.U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

PORK QUARTER

CHUCK STEAK

CHUCK ROAST

LOIN SLICED
59c

LB. 794

:,
P1'1
Q
t ALIT`,
STAMPS

COFFEE

4

LB.

IZiaty
Stamps

5For

WITH THIS COUPON

69

And Adcfitional WOO
Purchase. Excluding Milk
And Tobacco Products
Limit I Coupon Per Family

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

100 FREE QUALITY
STAMPS
With $5.00 Purchase or more and This Coupon
Excluding Milk and Tobacco Products.
Limit I Coupon Per Family

STOKELY'S TOMATO

CATSUP
20 oz.
BOTTLE

3

STEELE'S 36. SIZE

$1.00

swErr POTATOES

l

STEELE'S SHOESTRINGE

ALPO CAN

5For __ $1.00

_

251

CHERRIES
15 l/2-oz.

Hilts

91.09

swims OR TURNER'S

KREY VIENNA

ICE MILK

SAUSAGE 4-oz. 4-Cans

MARY-LOU-CUT

1i2 Gal.

43k

28oz.

INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz. Jar
ANGLER PINK

15 /aim

2

FOR

soNDWARE

READ (ASSORTED SALADS)

PAPER PLATES (150 count) _

_ 99c

U.S. NO. 1 SWEET YELLOW

EARS

4For

16 oz.
CAN

KRACKLIN

POTATO SALAD

4

49 oz. BOX

LB.
CARTON

114 OFF

Can

39c

MARTHA -mum-

FRUIT PIES

3For

NICE-FIRM

LETTUCE
HEAD

-MURRAY

MERIT

BAG COOKIES 14-oz. 3For ___ 61.00

SALTINE

anenyena.

$1.00

19;

SUPER

0

MEAL

85c

5 Lb.Bag

NICE-LARGE

55c
1

CUCUMBERS

29c

ya
wn
1111 SONS
"MAXINSAVIIIIGS"

PEs W.
d

*49

c

EACH

KRAFT

1 Lb.Box

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY JUNE 24th THHU WEDNESDAY JUNE 30th

Motorola 14" Portable Color TV To Bo
Given Away July 3rd. Come and Register, No Obligation Register As Often As
You Visit Us.

25-Lk. gag

TIDE

MORTON'S FROZEN

1 RADISHES 1

— FREE —

GIL DOG FOOD

LARD

CELLO-BAG

MA

8

SALMON

FROSTY-MORN

GREEN BEANS $11 COCA
1
COLA

DR PEPPER

14 314-oz.

CAN

STICK OLEO

CORN 6

NESCAFE

DOG FOOD

HART'S

FOR $

MARBEL

=my
Stampa

LB.

11101******alt*

WITH THIS COUPON
6-oz. Jar offer expires June 30th
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE

15 1I2-oz.

Lb 69c

U.S. CHOICE

W JAW° •nd SONS SOUTH FULTON

-RARrs

Li. G9c
KREY-MELLO

SLAB IACON
6 to 8#
AVERAGE

Lb. 75c

PORK CHOPS

lb. 79c

ENGLISH CUT

BREAKFAST

LB.

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

Lb 59z

LIVERS

SMOKED PICNICS

CENTER-CUT

PORK 90
CHOP, PS1, 1 1S p7
6

STAMPS

REELFOOT

LOIN CUT

Lb. 55c

LB.

STAMPS

CHUCK BOAST

REELFOOT

NO—COT

PORK CHOPS

PLUS

LB.

PORK

HOUSER VALLEY

SLICED BACON

HAMBURGEPLUSR
49c

CENTER CUT

SIRLOIN

Lb. 39c

BOLOGNA

FRESH

CHUCK ROAST
494

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB. $1.(:)9

Page 12

NNET

Pve‘

WE RESERVE THE RIG T TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

MIRACLE WMP

32-oz

59c

— FREE —

Motorola 14" Portable Color TV To Re
Given Away July 3rd. Come and Register, No Obligation Register As Often As
1 You Visit Us.

